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FreedomsPhoenix Digital Magazine viewing tips
By Nick Barnett

(For continuous updates to enhance your digital magazine experience use links below)
Make a Comment • Email Link • Send Letter to Editor • Save Link

iPad/iPhone

SmartPhone

Andriod Device

The Freedom’s Phoenix digital magazine has been optimized and tested for use on the
iPad with the “GoodReader”
application. Since Apple’s
products do not have native
support for interactive publications, you have
to purchase the application from the iTunes
digital download store. You can either follow
this link to be taken to the application purchase
page or use your iPad’s AppStore and search for
“GoodReader.”
Once GoodReader is installed,
you can optimize your digital magazine experience by
changing a few default options
in the application. Launch
GoodReader and click the settings icon (it looks
like a little gear in the bottom left of the screen).
In the “General Settings” tab, it is recommended
that you set the “Asks for link action” option to
OFF. In the “PDF files” tab, you should ensure
that “Horizontal swipe” is set to ON, and “Fit
page to width (portrait)” is set to ON.

Other

will be presented with GoodReader’s internal
web browser, just type in www.freedomsphoenix.com in the address bar and hit “Go” on your
iPad onscreen keyboard.
Once Freedom’s Phoenix has loaded, click on
“Magazine / Radio / TV”
in the website’s navigation bar, then choose
the option for “Online
Magazine List.” You
may be prompted to enter your Freedom’s Phoenix username and password at this point. Choose the digital magazine
you wish to download and you will be taken to a
page with a link that says “Download Magazine
File.” Once you click this, GoodReader will begin downloading the file. Once the file has finished downloading, you will be able to access it
from the “Recent Downloads” menu in the “My
Documents” screen of GoodReader.

Once you have made the above changes, you will
be able to swipe left and right to “flip” through
the digital pages and the pages should appear
as intended, just like a real paper magazine, but
with modern paperless interactivity.
To obtain the Freedom’s Phoenix digital magazine, launch GoodReader and click “Browse
the Web.” To get to this option, you may need
to expand the “Web Downloads” sub-window
found on the right hand column of the application. When you click “Browse the web” you
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The best software for all android
devices so far has been the FREE
software from the Andriod Market: ezPDF Reader
Make a Comment • Email Link
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My Mind and Your Mind. A Beautiful Thing
By Peymon Mottahedeh
Make a Comment • Email Link • Send Letter to Editor • Save Link

I had a month to ponder this article. So many
things came to mind when
thinking about the content of this piece. Should
I present an analysis of
some kind of contentious
issue? Should I do a sort of commentary on the
upcoming election? Should I present a satirical
piece on the present state of the United States?
So many options!
It dawned on me to just be honest. Nothing wrong
with presenting the truth, right? The prompt
given to me was “What Am I Thankful For?”
Obviously a good prompt for this issue given
that it’s November and we will all soon sit down
with our loved ones for a good meal and good
company. And while I too will sit down with my
family and loved ones for a meal and laughter, I
have no other choice but to think about all that
is going on here and around the world. There
are things we can praise. There are things we
can critique. There are things that we can wonder about because we have no answers whatsoever. Let’s take a good look at some things that
we may be thankful for.

Republicans and Democrats both can go back
and forth on who’s going to fix our economy,
but both sides doom everyday Americans.
Barack Obama wants to have us pay our fair
share and make the hard working entrepreneurs
and business owners cover the cost for everyone else. Mitt Romney wants to offer breaks
to those already making enough money to buy
small countries with a month’s worth of their
income – mind you most of these breaks go to
the people who helped cause this mess in the
first place. So here lay my options: pay my “fair
share”, which could possibly force me into getting someone else’s “fair share”, or watch the
rich get richer off the backs of people like me
working hard every day. Great!
Well what about a third party candidate? Of
course! It’s a different option. We can vote for
real free market principles championed by our
Founding Fathers, and champion a return to
what we need to change the discourse in politics
and change in the direction in our country as a
whole. We can go with a radical 50% decrease
in the Pentagon budget proposed by Jill Stein; or
an even more radical approach like Gary Johnson and his platform to balancing the Federal
Budget through a 43% decrease in all Federal
spending. How about their policies to end drone
aircraft attacks and assassinations? Let’s go a
step further: how about both of their promises to
immediately end the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan—both candidates promote this! Excellent
ideas and this is what we need to get us going in
the right direction. New thinking and new ideas.

Right now, since the start of this Second Great
Depression, the United States has seen a steady
increase in unemployment. Let’s start this at
December 2007 when unemployment was at
5%. At its worst, unemployment was at 10%
in October 2009. In 2012, unemployment has
stagnated around 8% and is currently at 7.8% as
of September 2012. Someone somewhere is doing something right, right? I’m not so sure. Ei- Hold for a second: obviously a person like Govther way, something has to be done to get these ernor Gary Johnson or Jill Stein would bring
numbers back down to pre-depression numbers. the change we need in Washington, but let’s be
But who’s going to do it?
Continues on Page 5
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Continued from Page 4 - My Mind and Your Mind. A Beautiful Thing
honest: until there is a more critical thinking
and less apathetic voting population, willing to
engage themselves into what the real issues are,
Jill Stein and Gary Johnson may as well vote
Republican or Democrat themselves. Oye!

don’t have a limited choice between a Republican or a Democrat, or a war in Iraq or a war in
Afghanistan; there is a population out there that
this free flowing of ideas are our most valuable
weapon to maintain our Freedoms and suppress
tyranny!

All that I have written may paint a portrait that
there really isn’t anything I can be thankful for. What I am thankful for is my mind, because
There’s no reason for me to have hope. On the I still have that, and as of right now, the Government cannot take it away from me. I am still
contrary, actually.
able to critically think and look at issues. I am
All that I have mentioned is disheartening: un- still able to write an article like this and say that
employment is higher in the US than it is in I don’t want a Republican or a Democrat. I can
Guatemala, Kazakhstan, and Iceland (a country, say that I don’t want war. I can say that the Federal Reserve is an institumind you, that went banktion that needs to be abolrupt not too long ago);
ished, and I can say that
Americans are backed
we need to get back on the
into a corner to vote for
Gold Standard in order to
one of two parties to
revive our economy! I can
lead them: Republican or
think, I can write it, and I
Democrat; the solutions
can let the world read it…
by these parties polarizes
hard working every day Americans; the “other and for now, no one can take that away from me.
options” we have to vote for (third party candi- These ideas and thoughts are mine, and I won’t
dates), who have real ideas and real solutions, stop coming up with them. Thomas Paine said:
get drained out by the mainstream media even “When men yield up the privilege of thinking,
though these candidates actually attack the is- the last shadow of liberty quits the horizon.”
sues and propose new and good solutions; and Words that transcend time, in my opinion.
the apathetic voting public fails to realize that
we can engage these third party candidates and We live in an age where fear is the biggest politiget them into office but fail to do so because cal tool. It is unfortunate that corrupt politicians
they’d rather act as sheep and go with the flow find it necessary to fear their way into office by
of a Republican or Democrat. So what exactly making it seem if they’re not there, we’re in
can I be thankful for? Trust me. There’s a silver danger. But by keeping your mind open to new
ideas and making sure you know your mind
lining here.
is your most valuable asset, we can overcome
Right now I have the Freedom to look at these this age of fear and move forward! At the 2012
issues and voice my opinion in favor or opposi- Freedom Rally Ernest Hancock proclaimed this:
tion (let’s be honest, mostly opposition though), “Freedom is the answer, what’s the question?”
but Freedom isn’t what I’m thankful for at this
point. My Freedom is stripped everyday by such Well, Ernest, I say the question is this: “We have
things as the PATRIOT Act or Defense Autho- people with new ideas. Similar ideas and conrizations that allow me to be detained on suspi- flicting ideas. Ideas that are good and ideas that
cion of terrorism. My Freedom is in danger if are bad, but ideas nonetheless. And for the time
anything! But the fact that I am able to (a little) being, we still have the ability to promote and
still voice that I want real change, or that I don’t get new ideas. But with all these ideas, what can
agree with war, or that I don’t want the same 4 we achieve?” The answer: Freedom.
years of non-action is a beautiful thing – again,
Peymon Mottahedeh is President and Founder
for now.
of the Freedom Law School. Website: http://
There is a population that realizes the govern- livefreenow.org/
ment can’t suppress the free flow of ideas; there
Make a Comment • Email Link
Send Letter to Editor • Save Link
is a population out there that knows that we
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Thankful for Courage…
By James Babb
Make a Comment • Email Link • Send Letter to Editor • Save Link

I've always admired smart
that their deeds
people, but I used to think
remain
hidden
that intelligence was the most
from public scruimportant human trait. I now
tiny. They stand
see that high IQs are relativeon principle, often
ly common compared to a
at great personmore precious trait. That trait
al cost, but their
is courage, the ability to do
work has successsomething scary, and a willingness to risk per- fully eroded the illusion of government legitisonal harm to achieve an objective.
macy. Numerous local Cop Block branches are
cropping up everywhere to hold police accountOne of the best parts of working in the freedom able.
movement is the chance to know and be inspired
by some truly courageous people. Opposing the
Michael S. Roberts, Exstate can be dangerous. Standing tall while othpressJet pilot. In 2010,
ers bow can put a big target on your chest.
Michael was on his way
to work as a pilot. As he
While the list of these courageous people would
passed through a TSA
be endless, there are a few folks that have been
checkpoint, he was inparticularly inspiring to me. I am particularly
structed to submit to a new
thankful for these individuals.
x-ray scanner. He refused.
He also refused to submit
Professor Ju- to a humiliating "enhanced" pat down. Michael
lian Heicklen, walked off the job rather than yield his princitotal
badass. ples. As the bread winner for his large family,
Julian has prac- Michael's stance was not an easy one, but his
ticed civil dis- example inspired a global movement against
obedience for the TSA. His struggle eventually won pilots a
longer than most reprieve from invasive screening for now, but
of us have been alive. He has fought institutional he continues to be a voice for dignified air travel
racism with sit-ins, confronted the absurd drug for all.
war with public pot smoking, and in recent years
Larken Rose, tax herhis pamphleteering efforts at courthouses proetic. Larken first got my
moting jury nullification have become legendattention during his camary. This is a man who did two weeks at Riker's
paign to expose the fraud
Island, just because he refused to identify himof the IRS. He challenged
self to police after an arrest for distributing FIJA
the IRS to prosecute him
pamphlets on a public sidewalk. His quest to
promote jury nullification has been wildly sucfor strictly adhering to the
cessful, but at great personal cost. He has been
law. He raged so loudly
and so effectively, that
a huge inspiration for many.
eventually they did attack
Ed Forchion, him and his wife Tessa. In what could barely be
aka "NJ Weed- described as "trials" the Roses were prevented
man." Ed has from making any substantial defense. They did
been a vocifer- however successfully expose the fraud of the
ous opponent of IRS and brutish thuggery that passes for the "justhe drug war for tice" system. After a year as a prisoner, Larken
the past decade. emerged as a prolific author, blogger and video
After an unfortunate encounter with the badged producer. Unbeaten and unbowed, Larken is a
class in 2010, Ed was "caught" with a pound of relentless advocate for freedom.
marijuana in his trunk. Although offered a relatively mild plea deal, Ed chose to fight with ev- I could go on and on. There are literally hunerything he had, and attempted a forbidden jury dreds of other heroes I could point to as personnullification defense. After two trials, he was al inspirations. Our movement is full of them at
found not guilty of cannabis distribution. He in- all levels. Sometimes working in the freedom
vested everything he had in his defense against movement can be dangerous. It can be expena ruthless prosecution with nearly unlimited sive. It's often discouraging, but it brings out
resources. He finally emerged victorious. He some of the most amazing, courageous people
risked substantial jail time to show the world on earth. When I get to work with people like
that prohibition laws are wrong. He took all of this, I know I'm on the right track. These indithe risk, but we all benefit from his victory.
viduals lead by example. They reflexively say
"NO" to illegitimate authority. They stay true
Pete Eyre and Ade- to their convictions, even when highly inconmo Freeman, the venient. They inspire others and demonstrate
courageous found- clearly that courage is contagious.
ers of CopBlock.org.
Pete and Ademo, have James Babb is a Co-founder of We Won’t Fly,
had numerous clashes and a member of the Vote For Nobody Camwith badged "authori- paign (Anti-Politics.WS).
ties" for peaceful behavior. Their habit of docuMake a Comment • Email Link
menting the violent actions of government emSend Letter to Editor • Save Link
ployees frequently irks those who would prefer
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All The Thanks!
By Meghan Kellison
Make a Comment • Email Link • Send Letter to Editor • Save Link

My mind is always racing
with things to rant and rave
about, with ideas and solutions to problems, and I find
myself sometimes dwelling on those problems a bit
too much. As many people
who have taken the heart
wrenching delve into alternative knowledge and
have discovered some of the darkest corners of
corruption, it can be easy to find myself bogged
down. I feel immensely blessed that I am not by
nature a downer, and hate feeling sorry for myself or stressing over situations I cannot control.
It always helps to make a list and go through everything I have to be grateful for, and this process brings a much needed balance.

wonderfully made on just a basic physical level,
and possess such abilities unlike any animal that
shares this earth with us.

Aside from the abilities of our physical processes, we have the supernatural gift of consciousness. That alone is so vital to understanding our
role on this earth and how we can use it to better
this existence for all people. T a degree we share
a consciousness and also have our individual
awareness, and it is an ever present source of
growth that ironically we cannot begin to understand or explain with words oftentimes. We
are aware that we are aware, but can we even
understand wholly the depths of our awareness?
There is no human who can perfect their understanding of this consciousness, and that mystery
fascinates me to no end. From this consciousIt is amazing to think that I have so much I can ness springs the ability to create, to change, to
reflect on and be positive about that I have a hard grow, to feel, to love, to live through the ecstatic
time knowing where to start. So, I guess I will highest peaks and learn from the darkest depths.
start with that; the sheer quantity of excellent
experiences I have had and the hope they give Learning, ahh. I love that there is no end to
me for the future. We live in one of the most ex- knowledge; that we can study forever and nevciting and dynamic times in history, with tech- er figure out all the mysteries this life contains.
nology aiding our understanding of the world at Every day holds something we can learn from,
a rapid pace, and new avenues opening up each and we get to have the choice to learn from even
day to make our own future better.
the seemingly miniscule moments of each day.
Equally impressive is that no one is forcing us
I love reflecting on this gift of life I have, that to learn, and we have the free will to choose
I can experience such great highs and lows and whether or not we learn. With the advent of techthat those experiences help shape me and hope- nology, we are only beginning to see how little
fully better my ability to empathize with others. we truly know, yet the access to information is
Just the fact that I am breathing and awake each at an all-time high and only seems to be growday is mind blowing to me, and that I get to par- ing. Isn’t that incredible? We have even greater
take in this miracle. It is miraculous that in the access to reality and the truth about the world
microcosm of our bodies, we function automat- we live in, and have the opportunity to see it for
ically and make connections from our brains to what it is and appreciate its complexity.
our physical bodies that happen so rapidly we
don’t even think about them; that without every While knowledge increases sorrow, that sorrow
little specific bacteria and cell and connective plants seeds of understanding that can grow and
processes we would not even be alive. We are
Continues on Page 8
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Continued from Page 7 - All The Thanks!
bloom into positive action. I do not subscribe
to the idea of American exceptionalism, but
we have been immensely fortunate to live in a
country where the opportunities for advancement are literally at our fingertips. It is up to us
to recognize the responsibility we have as a caveat of our privilege, though, and this is something else that should be highly appreciated. Responsibility is not a burden, but an opportunity
to use our status as a way to encourage others
and set an example for future generations and
likewise be an inspiration to older generations.
These times are exciting, and though the future
bodes uncertain for my generation with regard
to the debt and wars, the world is becoming a
different place as more and more people realize
that blind submission to immoral authority has
yielded nothing but bitter fruit. We cannot depend on leaders to fix the problems we face, but
the time is ripe for a new mode of thinking that
is solution--not problem--oriented.
A mere six years ago, a transition began in my
life that would affect my entire worldview drastically in such a way that would never allow me
to go back to my old way of thinking. Having
always found an outlet for my frustrations in
writing, I began writing loads of poetry and that
would land on sometimes deaf ears despite my
passion. Some people really liked it, and others
thought I sounded preachy, but I am so thankful
that I even have an outlet to physically express
myself. I am equally grateful that I now contribute to Freedom’s Phoenix, and some people even
seem to genuinely like what I write about! I am
eternally grateful for the rock I have to stand on,
and the source of my abilities—God the Creator,
for I do not believe that any talent I may have
comes only from myself, but exquisitely from
the opportunities I have had to hone my skills as
a result of having the blessing of life. I still love
you if you disagree with the concept of a Creator, and do not want to imply that I am such a
good writer that my words are divinely inspired
or anything ;) Deep love is yet another feeling
that overwhelms me and captivates me. Even if

you don’t believe in God, we all have the ability
to love deeply, and as humans we should take
every chance we get to love and be loved. I love
that there is so much to be grateful for and one
of those is love itself.
It feels astounding to be part of a movement
of people who care so much the direction our
country is heading and who focus so much on
the solutions to the issues we face. It is even
more astounding to see how many more people
are waking up to the truths of this world compared with just a few years ago. The veracity
with which people are pursuing knowledge and
connecting with others to attempt to fix our society gives me real, abiding hope that no political campaign can trademark. Despite the pain
questing for the truth can cause, it is out of tragedy that we are made stronger, more capable,
and even more loving. We have so much good to
be truly thankful for, but I have found that being
even more grateful for the trials we go through
offers resilience and grace that cannot be learned
in any other way. There is no question that difficult times are here and more will come, but we
have all the tools necessary to overcome them
with dignity and can use the mercy we acquire
to continue to make a better future. Remarkably,
in spite of all this we can still be thankful that
we can be thankful.
Meghan has been writing poetry, prose, short stories, and essays for several years, has been published
in small independent publications (mostly poetry),
and currently runs the blog at Roberts & Roberts
Brokerage (http://rrbi.co/category/blog/). Her focus is on social issues, politics, fitness, and natural health topics. The best way to contact Meghan
is on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/profile.
php?id=100001243544080
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Giving Thanks
By Catherine Bleish
Make a Comment • Email Link • Send Letter to Editor • Save Link

It's that time of year again!
The shopping malls have
decked their halls and holiday fever has begun as early
as ever. This year as I pack
my bags for our holiday trip
to my hometown, I am filled with gratitude for
the surrogate family I have found within the liberty movement.

sincere gratitude for the gift of friendship and
family they have provided me.
Their family has touched my life in ways too
significant to articulate. When my own family
rejected me, the Wards opened their home to me
with wide, loving arms. When I had no money to give gifts, they gave me community and
showed me the intangible gift of love. Through
their actions, they have shown me how I want
to raise my children and have helped me to understand the importance of liberty in relationships, not just politics. These are the people I
consider my "chosen family" and they are the
people who I am thankful for.

This time of year has definitely become bittersweet for me because I have experienced more
poverty during this activism-filled time of my
life than any other. As a former corporate employee, I could at one time afford to shower my
family and many of my friends with gifts. I
took special pride in selecting each gift for each The process of waking up can be incredibly
friend and the loss of that ritual has been pain- painful, especially when the people you are surful.
rounded by do not wake up at the same pace as
you, or never wake up at all. We have all sufIn the face of these changes in my holiday sea- fered damaged/lost relationships as a result of
son, I have been blessed with the
our passion for freedom. This
opportunity to discover the nais a reality our movement will
ture of true friendship and true
not overcome without the crefamily, and for that I will be
ation of strong and supportive
forever thankful. You see, over
families based on mutual valtime my relationship to certain
ues.
people in my blood family has
This holiday season, I encourbecome estranged. In part due
age you to reflect thoughtfully
to my public activism, in part to
on what family means to you.
my public and unwed child rearAre you surrounded by people
ing, and in part because I am me
and they just don't spend time with people like who support and love you? Can you provide
me. Talk about insult to injury, not only could I support and love to a fellow activist who has
no longer afford gifts for these people, but my become estranged from their family due to their
mere presence has become intolerable in the public activism? As the defenders of freedom
for the future, I believe this is our duty to prohome I grew up in during the holidays.
vide this for each other.
While this used to cause me grief, the situation
actually drove me to surround myself with peo- Thank you again, Kriss, Tracy, Claire and Madple who don't need, want, or expect anything ison, for providing me with family when I felt
but my company for the holidays. Instead of I had none. Without your support and friendforcing myself to smile in the company of peo- ship, I would not be the woman I have become
ple I know disapprove of my lifestyle, I now today. Your family is an inspiration to the libhave a hard time not laughing until I cry in the erty movement and I love you all very much!
company of people who accept me just as I am. Happy holidays!
For several years now I have been able to spend
my holidays with Kriss and Tracy Ward from Catherine Bleish is a concerned mother and freedom activist.
Visit her webpage at CatherineBleish.Com and BlushFamilyKansas City, Missouri. These are some of the Farm.Tmmblr.Com
most cherished memories I have to date and this
Make a Comment • Email Link
holiday season I want to express my deep and
Send Letter to Editor • Save Link
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The Blessings of Technology
By Angel Clark
Make a Comment • Email Link • Send Letter to Editor • Save Link

When I was in high school,
the internet was something
only the dorks really understood. I was dorky enough,
being bitter and sarcastic
and a musical theater major,
so that means that it was the
real outcasts. It’s amazing
what a difference a decade makes. So what am
I thankful for this year? The internet and social
media of course!
It’s interesting to sit back and think about all the
changes in my life in the past year. On January
4, 2012, I was fired from my job at WGMD, a
local Delaware radio station. I went public with
all the details of my firing, and it made international headlines. You see, I was fired through
a Facebook message. I realized at that time
that, using technology and the internet, I could
continue my show myself online. I could, basically, cut out the middle man. I wasn’t really
given too much of an option; it was either do it
on my own or get one of those regular jobs.
I had already found the best online broadcasting
site, Spreaker, because I had started podcasting
on my own in August. I spoke to Ian Freeman,
host of the popular liberty-oriented talk radio
show Free talk Live, about what had happened
and he encouraged me to continue doing the job
that I love, broadcasting, and see what happens.
I started doing The Angel Clark Show on my
own, from my own studio. At first the show was
Monday through Friday starting at 7 p.m. EST,
competing with Free Talk
Live. On February 1, 2012,
we changed the show time,
starting at 5 p.m. EST and
ending at 7 p.m. EST as we
were invited to be a part of
the Liberty Radio Network.
We started selling advertising and with the help of a
few good friends, The Angel Clark Show was
making as much as I had made when I worked
for someone else. It wasn’t much, but it was a
start.

some Twitter tricks, and before long I had a social networking reach of hundreds of thousands
of people. Because I am able to reach so many
people online, and Examiner.com pays based on
the number of hits each article gets, I have been
able to live from the income from my show ads
and my writing.
My parents don’t really grasp what I do; all they
know is that I make money from the internet.
When their friends ask what I do, they tell them
I’m a writer. I understand that they don’t get it;
the internet was more of a concept then a reality
when they were born. When I was born, chances are you only knew about the internet if you
worked for the government or in the tech field.
I can work whatever hours I want. I could never
really function in the mornings. That’s fine, because now I no longer have to function any time
before 3 p.m. I can do my work from anywhere,
all I need is my cell phone and my laptop and
I’m golden.
I would not have been able to make a living the
way I do 20 years ago, probably even a decade
ago. In fact, a decade ago when I graduated high
school, I started college to be a lawyer, or something that started with a political science major.
I changed my college major more often then I
got my hair cut. One semester I wanted to be
in radiology, the next a history teacher. I never
really figured out what I wanted to be when I
“grow up”. I’m just a few classes away, less
than one semester, from three different degrees,
but I’ve decided I’m good.
No college can teach me
what I have already taught
myself using the technology
and means available.

If it weren’t for the internet
and social media, I would
probably be out there somewhere right now, with a “day job”, working for
someone else and hating getting up every morning when the alarm clock rings. I would most
likely be miserable and doing the whole “white
picket fence American dream” thing. Thanks to
I have another job as well. I write for Examiner. the free market of the internet, capitalism, and
com. The online news site is one that I have social media, I am able to be me, and profit from
written for since 2010. They pay their writ- it. It is truly something that makes me thankful.
ers based on the number of hits the writer gets.
Angel Clark is a liberty-oriented lady, and blogs at
That’s where social media comes in.
I started growing my online social networking
in 2010, realizing that this was the way to reach
people. I’m on Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn,
Google+, Pinterest, and almost any other social
networking site you can find. I started doing
whatever I could to extend my reach. I learned
about how Facebook reaches people. I leaned

SussexCountyAngel.Com. Angel focuses on economics and civil liberties, but you will hear her opinions
on plenty of other topics. The Angel Clark Show airs
live weekdays on LRN.FM, from 5-7 p.m. Eastern.
Angel also has podcasting of her show listed on RadioFreedomUS.Wix.Com/Radio-Freedom.
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That's Gratitude
By Larken Rose
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It is easy to focus on whatever we lack, rather than focusing on all that we have. Hurricane Sandy just gave a fine
example of that to millions of
us easterners. We're so used to
flipping the switch and have a
room light up, that when we don't have it for
two days, it feels like a hardship.
On top of that, today I am very thankful that my
guts don't hurt. Yesterday they did. Apparently
I contracted food poisoning. (I guess just being
without light or heat wasn't exciting enough.)
After a day of serious abdominal discomfort, I
am now keenly aware--and very thankful--that
my intestines no longer are complaining at me.
And yet, while in pain, in the cold, in the dark, I
still had a lot fewer problems than a lot of people
in the world. I had every reason to expect that my
discomfort and inconvenience was temporary,
and that I'd soon be back to my ridiculously easy
life. And I mean ridiculously easy objectively
speaking. Compared to most of my neighbors,
I'm pretty darn poor, with various problems-many financial--hanging over my head. But
I have food and a roof, and more importantly,
my wife and daughter are safe and sound. No
one is shooting at me at the moment, and no
one ever has. I'm not near starvation right now, and I never
have been. I don't have any serious medical condition (as far
as I know), and I never have.
Even when I was in prison, the
amount of time spent there, and
the conditions there, were rather tolerable compared to most prisons around the world. And
now I'm out. So, all things considered, what on
earth do I have to complain about?
People sometimes ask me, given all the comforts
and freedoms we do still have here, why don't I
just enjoy it and stop complaining? Some imagine that I do what I do, railing against statism,
because I'm a malcontent, and just refuse to be
happy with what I have. While I can understand
some people getting that impression, the reality is the opposite: appreciating the benefits of
freedom--even partial freedom--compels me to
do whatever I can to maintain it, and increase it,
in as many ways as possible, for as many people
as possible.

do because I don't want this to become one of
those places.
To argue that somewhere else is worse, so we
should just be happy and not make waves, is
both cowardly and short-sighted. The advantages we do enjoy exist precisely because of
the people who came before, who did "make
waves." And when people adopt pack mentality, and object to anyone criticizing their "team"
("love it or leave it!"), they fail to realize that
they are allowing their "team" to decay into
just another giant slave plantation. Instead, how
about, "love it, and fix it!"? Just because we still
have so much here is no reason to turn a blind
eye to all the things which are going horribly
wrong. In fact, it is when we are so rich that we
have to make a special effort to keep an eye out
for the lies and schemes that can drag us down
into complete servitude. It's when we have so
much, and therefore so much to lose, that human beings often become lazy, complacent, and
cowardly, clinging to their relatively safe, familiar, predictable lives.
Ironically, as Hurricane Sandy just demonstrated, when things get really bad, that brings out
the best in a lot of people. And losing our daily
comforts is a good way to help us appreciate
them more, once we get them back. The trouble
is, when freedom goes, getting
it back is rarely pretty, rarely
peaceful, and rarely even successful. For days and days before Sandy hit, lots of people
had lots of helpful suggestions
on what to do ahead of time,
to make the bad part more bearable. Likewise,
it makes no sense for us to sit around until we
have complete totalitarianism, and then start deciding what to do about it. We have to speak out,
and act out, right now, not because we're malcontents who are never satisfied, but because
we are thankful for what we have, and have no
intention of giving it up--for ourselves, or our
children, or the world.
Our job is not to carelessly
fritter away what wealth and
freedom we still have, to leave
an oppressive nightmare for
others to deal with. Our job is
to take the good we have, and build on it, so
that those who come after us will have to make
a concerted effort, maybe each November, to
think, "Wow, I sure am glad that humanity got
over that horrible 'government' superstition before I grew up." If you love, and appreciate, and
are thankful for what you have, show it by making sure the next generation has even more.

Where I live, I can publicly criticize the control freaks who claim the right to rule me (and
several hundred million of my neighbors), and
no one shoots me (or at least they haven't yet).
There were and are a lot of places where that
would not be the case. The reason I do what I
do is because I don't want this to become one of "If there must be trouble, let it be in my day, that
those places.
my child may have peace." [Thomas Paine]
Similarly, in this country, the common "rabble"
are still allowed to be armed, which sets us apart
from a lot of other places, where tyrants can do
whatever they want with little threat of open resistance from their victims. Again, I do what I

Larken Rose is author of several books, including The Iron
Web and How to be a Successful Tyrant. Visit his webpage at
LarkenRose.Com
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THANKS -- I THINK
By L. Neil Smith
Make a Comment • Email Link • Send Letter to Editor • Save Link

People are inclined It's really strange, sometimes, how little things
to believe that history change with time. Today, the Democratic party
repeats itself.
is torn between the Clintons, whose only interest is in power for its own sake, and their supI was never fond of porters on the one hand, and the Marxist ownthis idea. A single in- ers and operators of the Obamas on the other,
dividual is compli- principally George Soros, in my opinion. Both
cated enough. Human factions pay lip service, for their own purposes,
nature is governed by to the United Nations and the genocidal Luddite
billions of variables environmentalists who run it, just as the comrooted in genetic inheritance, life experience, peting Renaissance gangs did to the Catholic
and unanticipated acts of free will.
Church. Off on the sidelines, shoved there by
ruthless individuals and cataclysmic events, are
Now multiply all of those variables by the bil- true liberals in the semi-honorable mold of Hulions of individuals living in the world today, bert Humphrey and George McGovern.
and what you wind up with is so many equallylikely outcomes, truly an uncountable number Republicans are in more or less the same shape.
of them, that it's easy to see why the basic -- and Corporate bullies represented by cookie-cutter
wisest -- tenet of Austrian economics is that no- candidate Mitt Romney are presently in the
body can quantify (or successfully predict) hu- driver's seat, but they had to lie, cheat, and steal
man ehavior.
openly, in broad daylight, to get where they are,
and their hold on power is unsteady.
Nevertheless, people remain fond of comparing
whatever age they happen to live in with other Genuine conservatives, less willing to play
ages, attempting to wring some useful informa- along than they once were -- and spurred on by
tion -- if only a dire warning -- out of the pro- libertarians who have always held the moral
cess. Ancient Roman writings are full of such high ground over them -- will spend the next
comparisons, as are those of Niccolo Machia- four years sharpening their knives against their
velli and others like him, as well as many of the nominal allies and watching the Democrats unFounding Fathers.
ravel.
Lately, we've seen books and heard speakers
comparing our times to the years just preceding
Hitler's takeover of Germany. It's an easy comparison to make, with politicians and pundits
on every street corner insisting the only way to
save America is to take away more freedom.

Good times. I hope somebody remembers to
bring popcorn.

But the most important resemblance that today's
America bears to Renaissance Italy lies in the
astonishing contrast between their ugly, dangerous political ambience (Florence had SavonaroOthers suggest that our times are more like the la, we have Janet Napolitano) and the flowering
buildup to the War between the States (inaccu- of human culture that both periods have experirately referred to as a "civil war", rather than a enced.
war of secession), because this government, like
the federal government in those days, secretly Just as Italy had its Leonardo and Michelanwants something to happen that will justify de- gelo, to mention only two of hundreds of great
claring martial law and casting off the last tat- painters, sculptors, and thinkers, America today
tered rags of a democratic republic that would has some of the greatest communications, arotherwise prove inconvenient to them.
chitecture, music, drama, art, science, and philosophy the world has ever seen. No doubt it
In the mid-19th century, Southerners, who were also has the worst; we just don't remember the
only 25 percent of the population, were paying garbage from the Renaissance. I always say our
80 percent of the taxes, and Republicans were times have the prettiest cars (just as an example)
threatening to triple that burden, knowing the -- and the crappiest politics -- ever seen on the
South would start shooting if that happened. planet Earth.
Today, Americans have endured one damaging
insult after another to their accustomed liberties
"May you live
and independence, until it has become imposin interesting
sible to believe that the government isn't trying
times" is more
to provoke an armed rebellion it believes it can
than the Chihandily put down.
nese curse it
was meant to be. It's a sincere blessing. I folBut for my money, more than any other peri- low science, I know what's going on at the leadod, I believe our own resembles the Italian Re- ing edge and all the fringes. Humanity is going
naissance, and that's actually pretty good news, to leap to the stars in _this_ century, possibly
maybe even something to feel grateful for, in within our lifetimes -- if we don't let ourselves
this season of Thanksgiving.
be enslaved, sink back into the Dark Ages, or
allow the idiots who think they own us to blow
America is dominated today, exactly as Renais- the world to fragments.
sance Italy was in its day, by rich, powerful
families (either literally or figuratively) grimly That's more than anybody in any other times has
determined to buy, intimidate, or murder their ever had to hope for.
way into power. In Italy, in addition to the Medici and Borgias, major players also included the L. Neil Smith is the award-winning author of 33
Pazzi and Salviati families, who conspired to freedom-oriented books, including The Probability
assassinate Lorenzo de Medici in the Renais- Broach, Ceres, Sweeter Than Wine, and DOWN
sance equivalent of the Battle at the O.K. Corral WITH POWER: Libertarian Policy In A Time Of
(another family affair between the Earps and the Crisis.
Clantons and their retainers on both sides), the
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Orsini family, and the Sforza family.
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Porcupines are Not Turkeys:
Thank You Free State Project
By Mark Warden
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This year we can be thankful
that for some, liberty is too important to sit around and wait for
the next "Ron Paul" to appear on
the national stage. They aren't
waiting for a third person to show
up at their local monthly libertarian meetup. They are no longer content with
feeling marginalized while being challenged by
others to work within a broken system.

not be able to conceive of such an organization,
the answer from the Free State Project head office is always yes. That's because there is no
Free State Project head office.

Our glorious leader. You could try and stop him, but first you
have to find him.

Is your libertarian meetup starting to feel like a
"Vote Newt" rally?

Thankfully, the Free Staters are not waiting,
they're moving to New Hampshire now to make
a difference. Over 13,000 people have pledged
some level of support, and the plan is that pledgers will move to New Hampshire within five
years after the number of pledges passes 20,000.
It's a clever way to solve the chicken and the
egg dilemma of getting liberty lovers to move
somewhere, to where liberty lovers *might* be
in the future. However, many can't wait for a
good thing and have already made the move.
And in 2012, the movement passed 1,000 official movers and now stands at 1,099 as of this
writing; joining the significant existing liberty
oriented population of New Hampshire-ites.
These movers are not just liberty lovers, these
are liberty super activists.

Though there is no office, there is a President
and her name is Carla Gericke. Carla hails originally from South Africa. Her role is to promote
the Free State Project and get signers and encourage movers, not direct participants on what
to do. She meets many prospective movers
through the Free State Project's two major annual events: the Liberty Forum and the Porcupine Freedom Festival. If you've ever attended
one of these events, you know there are a lot
of people within the Free State, and they all do
things a bit differently.
Many projects have been political in nature.
In fact, I'm mover #491, originally from sunny
Las Vegas, Nevada. I can tell you that moving
to New Hampshire has been the best, most rewarding decision I have ever made. In addition
to serving lots of movers through my business,
Porcupine Real Estate, I have served the liberty
cause by running for state office and becoming
a New Hampshire state rep in 2010. Whether
dealing with constituents in Goffstown or making Manchester, NH real estate deals, my focus
is on serving people. Some of the biggest liberty success stories are the political changes we
have been able to make at the state level, including:

Like so many things that are effective against the
centralized state, the Free State Project is highly
decentralized. This can of course create first im- • passing a state budget 11% smaller than the
prior budget, reducing spending by over $1.2
pression misconceptions, Galt's Gulch comparibillion and general fund spending by $536
sons, and all manner of assumptions. The Free
million, or 18%
State Project was created on the simple premise
that the maximum role of government is the pro- •
tection of life, liberty, and property. The activ- • passing a law *requiring* NH judges to allow jury nullification explanations to jurors
ists who conceived the Free State Project recognized that libertarianism at a national level had •
failed, and it was time to focus efforts on a local • passing a Knife Rights Bill into law, removing restrictions on switchblades, dirks, daglevel. Since liberty activist efforts are highly ingers and stilettos in Hew Hampshire and esdividualized, the result has been a wide array of
sentially removing all restrictions on knives
sometimes messy, sometimes funny, sometimes
inspiring liberty projects. None of these projects
occurred with permission. It's an experiment in These are but a few of the fruits of the politiemergent organization, voluntary aid and entre- cal process in New Hampshire. New Hampshire
preneurship of all stripes. Though statists may
Continues on Page 14
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Continued from Page 13 - Porcupines are Not Turkeys: Thank You Free State Project
even has the New Hampshire Liberty Alliance
(NHLA) that rates state legislation and legislators on how well they conform with small government principles. How does your state compare?

you that it's the best decision he ever made. I
have heard Free Staters say that one of the best
parts of moving is that the Free State comes with
a sort of "starter friend set" since you already
share so many values in common.

Of course Free State Project participants have And it can be easy to make friends if you put
also spurred all manner of non-political activ- some effort into it. In any given day or any givism.
en month you can choose from numerous social
events and meetups to get active in like the NashMany Free Staters are engaging in media cre- ua Social, homeschooling support groups, sign
ation. The nationally syndicated radio program, waving get-togethers, the Porcupine Outdoor
Free Talk Live and many of the programs on Recreation Club, Maker clubs, Bitcoin Meetup
the Liberty Radio Network (LRN) are produced groups, jury nullification outreach, etc.. Many
by Free Staters. CopBlock.org and the School of these can be found by a bit of asking around
Sucks Podcast are just two of the influential on- on the Free State Project forums or searching on
line presences created by Free Staters.
Facebook. There's even a welcome wagon that
will help new movers unpack, get situated and
Still other Free Staters are combining media split some beverage and food. If you find somewith controversial civil disobedience. Many thing you want missing, there's a good chance
have been arrested for their refusal to obey you'll find other Free Staters willing to support
authority, even where that “authority” would your efforts.
seemingly lack any basis in law. For example
a group of activists, bearing brown contain- One of the main gripes I hear about NH is the
ers labeled "not a beer", attended city council weather. Well, as Carla, Ian and I, all warm
meetings and were promptly arrested since the weather natives can attest, it's not an issue. Liberty trumps flip flops.
town council bureaucrats thought the containers
New Hampshire has
did contain alcohol, when the contents was just
plenty of natural beauwater. You can argue the merits of some of this
ty, mountains, forests,
activism, but much of it has given publicity to
lakes and beaches to
the Free State Project. In the "not alcohol" case,
embrace. Big city adthe story made international headlines. And as
Not worth it.
ventures await in BosPT Barnum stated, "there's no such thing as bad
publicity, especially for libertarians," or some- ton, New York City and Montreal, all within
a few hours' drive. But the biggest draw is the
thing like that.
Free Staters themselves. If you truly believe
But more important than the projects, the thing in liberty, consider joining those who have felt
I am sure most Free Staters are thankful for is strongly enough to do something about it, and
the friends and relationships they've made with make the move.
their fellow Free Staters. Many of us can see the
constraints on liberty in our world, and we feel Everyone should be thankful that we now have
detached from the larger population that does a real chance for “Liberty in Our Lifetime:” The
not share that passion. Those of you that do feel Free State Project.
that way will feel welcome in New Hampshire.
Free Talk Live's Ian Freeman has stated that
prior to moving to New Hampshire from Florida, he had been very disappointed with the
lack of success in the Florida liberty movement
and as a result lacked much of a social life. In
New Hampshire however his life has become
rich with friendships and activities, all centered
around his passion for liberty. I think he'd tell

Mark Warden is a member of the Free State Project,
a Realtor, and a candidate for NH State Rep. You can
reach Mark at mark@porcupinerealestate.com.
His webpages are:
http://porcupinerealestate.com
https://facebook.com/porcupinerealestate
https://twitter.com/porcupinerealty
http://www.markwarden.com/
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There Will Be Panic Into Gold: Doug Casey
By Doug Casey
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We caught up with Doug
Casey, founder of Casey Research and participant in our
"Great Financial Debate:
Carville vs. Krauthammer
vs. Casey" (http://bit.ly/kitco_events) at the 2012 New
Orleans Investment Conference, and he shared with us some of the concepts from his panel discussions at the conference, as well as why he believes panic will be
entering the gold market. Kitco News, October
29, 2012.
There will be Panic into Gold: Doug Casey:

Panelists
James Carville - Panelist
James Carville is a wellknown political consultant. His long list of electoral successes evidences
a knack for steering overlooked campaigns to unexpected landslide victories and for re-making
political underdogs into upset winners. He is
not a wallflower on today's pressing issues. His
slicing wit and piercing arguments earn him the
respect of both friend and foe.
More information

Doug Casey - Panelist
Doug Casey is a New
York Times best-selling
author, and stands as perhaps today's leading libertarian
commentator.
His views are eagerly
sought by hundreds of thousands of investors
and subscribers to Casey Research publications.
Not known for holding his tongue, he never fails
Interview Reposted from Kitco Video News
to delight his audiences and readers with views
Also, here is the latest debate from Kitco Events that are thought-provoking, cutting and controversial.
The Great Debate: Conservative, liberal, liber- More information
tarian battle on October 29! - James Carville vs
Charles Krauthammer Doug Casey vs Charles Krauthammer
Panelist Pulitzer Prizewinning columnist and
Democrats or Republicans. Obama or Romney.
the man the Financial
Who will and should win. Watch Dr. Charles
Times calls "the most inKrauthammer (Conservative), James Carville
fluential commentator in
(Liberal) and Doug Casey (Libertarian) in the
America," Charles Kraumost scintillating political debate at the 2012
New Orleans Investment Conference. Kraut- thammer defines the term "Renaissance man."
hammer sides with the Republicans, Carville Currently a columnist for The Washington Post,
with the Democrats and Casey with neither! his views have influenced American policy for
Should you vote? Find out why Casey thinks over three decades. His towering intellect and
you shouldn't and why Krauthammer and Car- powerful opinions have earned him the respect
ville think you should. Don't miss this riveting of both the left and the right.
Conservative vs. Liberal vs. Libertarian debate More information...
that you'll be talking about for years to come!
Panel Debate reposted from Events.Kitco.Com
Kitco News -- Is Greed Good? Casey, Car- “Kitco” is a familiar name to many people who
visit our world-famous, award-winning website
ville, Krauthammer:
www.kitco.com. With its compelling combination of an online precious metals store, live spot
prices, expert market commentaries, up-to-theminute news and usable market information,
our website attracts nearly a million visits every
day.
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Some Good News For A Change
By Chuck Baldwin
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We are daily inundated
with bad news. In fact,
just about every piece
of news coming out of
Washington, D.C., is bad.
And since the mainstream
media, for the most part,
does absolutely nothing
to truly inform the American citizenry regarding the incessant assaults against their liberties
from the miscreants inside the Beltway, it is left
to independent journalists and columnists to
serve as modern-day Paul Reveres. This usually
means warning people to the evil machinations
of those who seek to vanquish constitutional liberties. Occasionally, however, there are positive
reports that people need to know about. This is
one of those weeks. I want readers to be aware
of two significantly positive events that have
taken place. One is at the federal level; the other
is at the State level.

“Pointing out that were Section 1021 and the
AUMF identical then the former would be redundant, Judge Forrest held:
“‘Section 1021 lacks what are standard definitional aspects of similar legislation that define
scope with specificity. It also lacks the critical
component of requiring that one found to be in
violation of its provisions must have acted with
some amount of scienter–i.e., that an alleged
violator’s conduct must have been, in some
fashion, “knowing.” Section 1021 tries to do
too much with too little–it lacks the minimal requirements of definition and scienter that could
easily have been added, or could be added, to
allow it to pass Constitutional muster.’

“Scienter is defined as ‘a state of mind often required to hold a person legally accountable for
his or her acts.’ In other words, the indefinite detention provisions of the NDAA are too vague
and aren’t specific enough to permit a person to
*A Federal Judge Has Made Permanent The know whether he or she has violated the law.
Decision To Invalidate The Indefinite Detention Provision Of The NDAA
“While admitting that preventing the federal
government from enforcing a congressional act
The New American magazine covers the story: is a sober matter that must be attended to with
“On September 12 a federal district court judge caution, Judge Forrest writes that ‘it is the remade permanent an earlier order temporar- sponsibility of our judicial system to protect
ily blocking enforcement of provisions of the the public from acts of Congress which infringe
National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA) upon constitutional rights.’”
purporting to empower the president to deploy
the U.S. military to apprehend and indefinitely See The New American report at:
detain people suspected of ‘substantially supporting’ al-Qaeda, the Taliban, or ‘associated http://tinyurl.com/ctw7txo
forces.’
As you can imagine, the Obama administration
“On May 16 Judge Katherine Forrest of the U.S. had the audacity to announce that Judge ForDistrict Court for the Southern District of New rest’s ruling is “unconstitutional” and is appealYork had issued a preliminary injunction pre- ing her decision to the US Supreme Court. And
venting the Obama administration from exer- as an aside, for all of you die-hard Republicans
cising the indefinite detention authority granted out there who labour under the delusion that Mitt
Romney is really going to make life better for
the president by Section 1021 of the NDAA.
liberty should he be elected President, Romney
“The tempo- has enthusiastically endorsed NDAA, including
rary
block the Indefinite Detention provision. So, there is
has now been no doubt that Romney would pursue the same
made perma- draconian police-state initiatives of his predenent. In the cessors, both Republican and Democrat.
opinion handing down the injunction issued yesterday, Judge There is also the caveat that since when have
totalitarianish Presidential administrations paid
Forrest wrote:
any attention to the Constitution, State laws, or
“‘The due process rights guaranteed by the Fifth the laws of jurisprudence?
Amendment require that an individual understand what conduct might subject him or her to But in the meantime, we should all be giving
criminal or civil penalties. Here, the stakes get huge kudos to Judge Forrest for her courageous
no higher: indefinite military detention — po- ruling!
tential detention during a war on terrorism that
is not expected to end in the foreseeable future, *A New Hampshire Jury Has Nullified Its
if ever. The Constitution requires specificity — First Felony Marijuana Case
and that specificity is absent from § 1021(b)(2).’
Yahoo! News covers the story: “Doug Darrell
“This is similar to the language she used in the beat the odds and walked home from his trial
68-page opinion accompanying the temporary as a free man on Friday, a major win for the
injunction order. In that order Judge Forrest dis- state’s new jury nullification law. Facing feloagreed with the federal government’s argument ny drug cultivation charges for growing marithat the relevant provisions of the NDAA merely juana plants behind his house, the 59-year-old
restate existing law. She wrote: ‘Section 1021 is Rastafarian saw all of the charges against him
not merely an “affirmation” of the AUMF [Au- dropped after jurors in his trial successfully
thorization for the Use of Military Force].’
Continues on Page 17
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Continued from Page 16 - Some Good News For A Change
convinced their peers to nullify the case on the Without delving too deeply into the subject, the
grounds that Darrell was simply trying to obey government’s war against marijuana is as about
the customs of his religion.
as close to the old Soviet-style police-state
practices as it gets. It is unconscionable what
“‘Many of us wondered what kind of precedent authorities are doing to people’s lives, all to
this would set,’ said juror and FSP participant punish them for doing what America’s FoundCathleen Converse in an exclusive interview ing Fathers (including George Washington and
with Free Talk Live. ‘But after chewing on all Thomas Jefferson) believed to be a necessary
of the possibilities and re-reading the definition component of a happy and free society. Yes, you
of nullification, we all decided that the only fair heard it right. Washington, Jefferson, and many
thing to do was to vote with our consciences and other founders grew, used, and freely distributacquit the defendant of all charges.’
ed what we now call marijuana.
“Doug Darrell never had any run-ins with the
law until 2009, when a National Guard helicopter flying below legal altitude while looking for
drugs noticed that Darrell was growing marijuana in the back yard of his Barnstead home.
Though the sighting could legally have been
considered an invasion of privacy, federal drug
authorities were notified anyway. Shortly thereafter, Darrell’s home was raided and the Rastafarian found himself staring down the barrel of
a police assault rifle and facing multiple counts
of felony possession of marijuana.”
The report goes on to say, “Under the policy
known as HB 146, the defense has a right to instruct the jury to nullify a guilty verdict if they
conscientiously object to the punishment. Darrell’s attorney, Mark Sisti, based his defense
around this new rule and, after the trial went to
deliberation, persuaded the presiding judge to
inform jurors of this power not once but twice.
Given the circumstances of Darrell’s case,
it took less than six hours for them to reach a
unanimous verdict–not guilty on all counts.”
The report adds this: “Converse describes herself as a ‘straight-laced, little old lady’ who
moved to New Hampshire from South Carolina in June of 2004. In 2003 she joined the Free
State Project because she felt that her family’s
future ‘would be better spent among those who
don’t think we’re strange for wanting to rely on
ourselves, and to work together to bring more
liberty into our lives sooner rather than later.’”
See the Yahoo! News report at:

Thomas Jefferson said, “Hemp is of first necessity to the wealth and protection of the country.” George Washington said, “Make the most
you can of the Indian Hemp seed and sow it everywhere.” Add Presidents James Madison and
James Monroe to the list of hemp plant fans.
Can readers get a mental picture of DEA agents
raiding the home, seizing the private property,
and taking into custody four of the first five
US Presidents? Egad! Yet, thousands of honest, morally clean, and reputable citizens have
had their lives ruined for either growing or using (many for legitimate medical purposes)
marijuana. And this is in spite of the fact that in
states such as Montana and many others, the use
of marijuana for medical purposes is deemed to
be both legitimate and legal.
I applaud the jury in New Hampshire! I also applaud Judge Forrest! In what is mostly a storm
of bad news, here are two rays of light. Somehow, however, I doubt that we will need to reach
for our sunglasses.
Reprinted from Chuck Baldwin Live
*If you appreciate this column and want to help
me distribute these editorial opinions to an evergrowing audience, donations may now be made by
credit card, check, or Money Order. Use this link:
http://chuckbaldwinlive.com/home/?page_id=19
And follow updates by liking the following Facebook pages:
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Chuck-Baldwin/226997970644468

http://tinyurl.com/9cxdbuq

Readers may recall that I recently devoted this http://www.facebook.com/pages/Liberty-Fellowcolumn to reporting the Jury Nullification bill ship-Kalispell-MT/190828020944911
that had become law in the State of New Hampshire. See my column at:
Also, follow on Twitter: https://twitter.com/#!/
drchuckbaldwin

h t t p : / / c h u c k b a l d w i n l i v e . c o m / h o m e / a rVisit his website at http://chuckbaldwinlive.com
chives/5031
It sure didn’t take long for a New Hampshire
jury to send a message to the State that it will
not tolerate the usurpation of liberty–the socalled war on drugs notwithstanding. Hooray!

© Chuck Baldwin
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THE POVERTY OF NATIONS
By Mike Shoen
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A nation can increase
its wealth by 1) theft of
another nation’s wealth
or 2) creation of its own
wealth.
Wealth is created
through manufacturing
which includes mining and agriculture. The service industry does not create wealth, but rather
facilitates (serves) the maintenance of existing wealth. A nation which is creating no new
wealth is said to be in a “circular flow”. Mining
and agriculture compose only a few percentage
points of a developed nation’s wealth production, so the overwhelming source of a nation’s
wealth is manufacturing, both hard (traditional)
and soft (IT).

jobs. In an economy with an expanding manufacturing sector, pay for these service jobs
increases with the increase in wealth created
by new manufacturing, but in an economy of
shrinking manufacturing, pay for service jobs
also shrinks. Fifty years ago, a college graduate
could hope to someday earn as much as a timeadjusted $35 per hour with a strong manufacturer. Today a college graduate can expect to earn
half as much in the service industry. This is the
difference between working for General Motors
and working for the Dollar Store -- manufacturing versus service.

During these same 66 years, our government
changed what had been a temporary war allocation (WWII) of tax revenues to a permanent
allocation (Cold War, War on Drugs and War on
Terror). For the past 66 years our government
has allocated about one-third of their expenditures to war, something over a trillion dollars
for each year for the past twelve years. This has
had two impacts on our nation’s wealth: First,
schools were not built, research was not conducted, railways were not built, etc. Second, and
more importantly, the public’s consensus of our
highest social value has morphed from the entrepreneur/industrialist to soldier/warrior. What
New manufacturing is dependent upon three a society envisions and values, it will obtain.
factors: education, infrastructure and research.
The problem with the acquisition of wealth
Nations can steal wealth through military con- through war and fraud is that these methods are
quest (wars), but they can also steal through not sustainable. Victims will ultimately orgafraud such as inflating the trading reserve cur- nize to expel the invader or to make the invarency by the nation which controls that curren- sion too costly. Same with acquisition of wealth
cy, thereby stealing from the other nations hold- through fraud – the rest of the world has begun
ing that currency.
to replace the U.S. Dollar with Euros and currency reserve equivalents gold and oil.
From 1946 through today, U.S. manufacturing
as a percentage of GDP has decreased from 49% Our government does not have an articulated
to 9%. This has been partially offset by wealth policy of retaining existing manufacturing or
increases due to theft from other nations, in- developing new manufacturing, because we do
cluding reserve currency inflation and the theft not have a social consensus to do so. Germany,
of resources (usually oil) through war.
Switzerland and Holland have this consensus
and continually invest in education, infrastrucThe largest aggregation of high-paying jobs is ture and research. Germany, with a population
always in the manufacturing sector, but these of little more than California, exports more
jobs have decreased dramatically over the past manufactured goods than any other country on
60 years as manufacturing has decreased. What earth, including China. There is no doubt that
remains is the lower-paying service industry
Continues on Page 19
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the average German worker experiences a better will present. The idea that our costly wars are
material life than the average American worker. artificially incited and unnecessary is presented
in hundreds of books available from Amazon.
The problem with the Bush/Obama stimulus com, but this idea is not presented in mainwas that these expenditures did not stimulate stream media. Millions of citizens have taken a
manufacturing jobs in this country – the resul- Newtonian Physics course, yet 99.9% can’t aptant spending ended up in the hands of foreign ply Newton’s Second Law to the destruction
manufacturers because most of what we buy is of the WTC Towers. More importantly, mainmade outside the U.S. These giveaways stimu- stream media wouldn’t touch this question with
a ten-foot pole, and most citizens have zero inlated manufacturing jobs in other countries!
terest. They are busy watching the ball game,
The major economic powers in these United Fox News, CNN or PBS – diversionary trivia.
States don’t care whether or not our country “Maybe the next President will change things.
continues to lose wealth. Our major corpora- If only my party was in power.”
tions are already internationalized. The powerful military-industrial-governmental complex The turning point was not November 22, 1963.
prospers regardless, by printing money, raising The turning point was the next day, November
taxes and stealing from other nations. But this 23, when mainstream media accepted and reis only true for the federal government, not state peated the lies of the CIA and FBI and connectgovernments, for only the feds can print money ed government officials.
On this day the militaryand wage war.
industrial-governmental
All these trends are not going to be changed any complex achieved domitime soon. Our citizens rely on information from nance and chose the path
a mainstream media which is owned directly or through which our government was to lead our
indirectly by these same internationalized cor- nation in the acquisition of wealth – war and
porations and military-industrial-governmental fraud. The flipside of that choice was that the
complex. Mainstream media relies on our fed- path they chose did not include education, ineral government for its licenses, tax treatment frastructure and research. Over the following
and even for information. The same executives decades, our giant corporations figured this out
shuttle between mainstream media, the giant and made plans to get out of town, and escape
corporations and the military-industrial-govern- the “poverty of nations”.
mental mélange.
This subject is thoroughly presented with ilOne result is that wars are marketed like mov- lustrations, videos, and bibliography in my old
ies, actors become politicians and media form website “mikeshoenforcongress.com”.
alliances with public officials. As the influence
of mainstream media increases, our people be- Mike Shoen is an Arizona resident who has been
active in local Libertarian politics, recently runcome more and more ignorant.
The idea that manufacturing creates
a nation’s wealth
is an accepted academic and industry concept, but is
not an idea which
mainstream media

ning for Congress in 2010 in Arizona's 3rd District
(which includes all of Phoenix and parts of Paradise Valley). He has worked as a deputy prosecuting attorney, corporate attorney, private attorney
(suing corporations), technical writer, loss-control
analyst, risk manager, engineering manager, author/publisher/retailer and investment manager.
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When Nonviolent Resistance Becomes a
Sin Greater Than War
By Meghan Kellison
Make a Comment • Email Link • Send Letter to Editor • Save Link

It is Voter Registration Day as I type this,
and some of my favorite
bands, family members,
and friends are feverishly
posting about our duty to
get registered and participate in this “democracy.”
Never mind that this is a
republic, and that the founders themselves were
some of the biggest advocates of withdrawing your consent from a government that fails
to protect its people and actually uses its power against them in many ways. This topic has
weighed heavily on my mind, and I must address it to come to terms with what people are
actually advocating. I hope this will not be seen
as an attack, but rather a wake-up call to a reality that has been turned on its head. I understand
that election year is the most polarizing time for
this country, but realize that I must expose the
fallacy of voting for what it really has become.
Voting is a topic that is very emotional for most
people, and over the past few weeks I have had
varied discussions on the matter and been told
in several ways what I deserve for not voting.
Election years have always been a specimen
that I am fascinated by as logic seems to diminish and emotions replace it completely. I get it,
and I want to believe that voting can change
a system that is rife with corruption and voter
fraud. I want to believe that there is at least one
candidate out there who has the best interests
of the people in mind. I want to believe I live in
the greatest country in the world, and that these
politicians genuinely want to help us by helping other nations. My heart used to believe in a
world made better by our country’s foreign policy and numerous interventions and that consequences of these things are just an ungrateful response by a sheltered populace. Well, the heart
is deceitful above all things.

happen no matter who gets elected. These are
the facts based on history, economics, and the
government’s own documents and press releases. Call me a heretic, but I cannot sacrifice my
principles for the lesser of two evils.
As a former Ron Paul supporter, Romney fans
have urged me to vote for their candidate because a vote for a third party candidate or for
nobody is a vote for Obama. The absurdity of
this statement would be funny if it weren’t so
logically unsound and factually incorrect. It
makes so little sense that to give credibility to
the thought is silly and immature. You see, the
psychology of election year is interesting as the
worst of both parties come out in full gear. I have
been told by republicans (the supposedly more
morally upright of the two) that I must vote for
Romney or basically I will be responsible for
the end of America as we know it, and that voting is the reason our troops are dying overseas--it’s all for our freedom and if I don’t vote I
don’t have the RIGHT to complain. Romney, a
man who personally profited off of the disposal
of aborted children and who has a suspicious
tax history, is somehow less evil than the president. Okay. So, if we can’t trust what politicians
tell us, what makes us think that they will keep
their promises? It appears history has more than
a few examples validating the accuracy of that
statement.

I get vilified equally by the democrats, and if
possible they are the ones using ad hominem attacks even more so than their republican counterparts. In the past month and a half I have
been called by Obama supporters racist, sexist,
a hippie, and---my personal favorite---an advocate for child labor. All of these attacks because
I refuse to be collectivized into the popular
“woman voter demographic.” Yes, everyone, I
hate women because I want to see them live in
countries that are in the unfortunate location of
being on top of our oil or perhaps in countries
Conversely, the reality of our situation is ob- that want to God forbid use a currency other
scured by catch phrases and rhetoric designed than our fiat paper junk they call the petrodollar.
to appeal to your emotions. We must face the
truth of how our actions affect the well-being of Over and over again, every discussion I have
not only people overseas, but our fellow people. with an Obama or Romney supporter ends with,
There is no savior coming in the form of a poli- “Well, I don’t agree with him on everything, but
tician to save us, the wars will not end they will he is the lesser of two evils.” I have watched
only grow, the Fed as my poor friends who support Gary Johnson
will only keep get attacked because they have the audacity
printing
mon- to vote their conscience in a symbolic stance
ey, the surveil- against the flawed two party system. Yes, voting
lance state will for someone who appears to lack traits of a soexpand, and all ciopath is somehow heinous and un-American.
these truths will
Continues on Page 21
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Continued from Page 20 - When Nonviolent Resistance Becomes a Sin Greater Than War
Well if that’s the understanding of the majority form of legislation or wars is detrimental to not
of people voting, I am happy to declare myself a only the victims, but the souls of the perpetrators? That you, as a person who participates by
traveler on this land and not one of its own.
voting, gives credence to the very system deIs it not logical to conclude that if the current signed to oppress others, even those who would
system fails to remedy the many injustices work together with you for the common good?
brought upon its people and the thousands of Is it right to support a candidate whose soluothers overseas that maybe, just maybe, it might tion to our problems include more wars that
be beneficial to try something new? Many peo- kill innocent women and children and destroy
ple have qualms about the hypocrisy of our the economies and infrastructure for decades to
founding fathers, me included, but one point come? Why am I the one who is a “hippie with
that resonates with me is their determination to no solutions only problems” when I point out
be free even if it means the attainment of that the inconsistencies in logic to Obama (funny
freedom is inconvenient. We have the right to thing is I hear that from the lefties more than the
withdraw our consent from the war machine, Romneyites) or Romney supporters and provide
and two hundred years ago this was seem as ad- alternative solutions?
mirable and legitimate. Now, I am demonized
for quoting the very document that is referenced Yes, I have a problem with the mass murder and
plundering of innocent people near and far for
as proof of America’s “exceptionalism.”
dubious reasons. And you should too. It speaks
I have been amazed with the ignorance of his- volumes of the moral decay of the people in
tory, foreign policy, and basic economics both this country when murder is justified with the
sides have, and their inability to accept basic same reasoning by the very people using the
facts about the stances and more importantly the same arguments against the last president. Have
actions of their preferred candidate. When de- our hearts been so hardened and our brains so
cent people refuse to participate in a rigged sys- numbed to reason that participating in this now
tem with immoral candidates, they are demon- so obviously rigged system is seen as admirable
while opposing evil is
ized; when they vote
seen as the embodifor the lesser of two
ment of it? Voting for
evils, they are doing
the lesser of two evils
their patriotic duty!
is how we wind up
But perpetuating an
with an evil governimmoral and ineffiment. It really is as
cient system is not just
unfair, it is wrong, it is evil, and at its core is one plain as day, and the more we vote for evil the
of the most unethical things we can do to future more evil we will get, the more evil candidates
generations. Voting in the place of real activism will rise up and be placed in positions of power,
is revered, but it is truly lazy and intellectually the more voter fraud will ruin any chance of any
dishonest when compared to what people are legitimate candidate making it through the primaries. The leaders we get are a reflection of
actually doing in place of this trite effort.
our own internal inconsistencies, and that’s not
Do you ever stop to think that the reason we are to say I am not without flaw, but they do reflect
in a state of disrepair is because we keep vot- the mindset of the active electorate that plays
ing for liars, hypocrites, adulterers, and thieves? the voting game.
Continues on Page 22
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If your political ideology is worth more to you
than your conscience and morals, then you are
the problem. You are what is wrong with this
country, and you are responsible for the outcome
of the actions of whoever gets elected because
you have given credence to a system designed
to fail you and your fellow man. You participated in allowing evil to continue its reign as
you tried to justify your behavior, but you know
deep down that there’s only one thing voting for
evil will get you. So go ahead keep ignoring that
cognitive dissonance, keep believing blindly in
what you are told by your candidate and your
mainstream media, keep thinking it is your duty
to use your vote to suppress the rights of others,
keep closing your ears to the truth, but know
that there are not enough earmuffs in the world
to quell the howls of a mother whose child has
been killed for “humanitarian” reasons because
you refused to stand up for what is right. When
others suffer immeasurably from this country’s
policies, we view it as foreign and far away;
something that will never happen here. We
don’t think that it will happen to us, and that
the reasons for war are so complicated that it is
beyond our understanding, so our leaders must
be in the know and working off of their superior knowledge. Those people in the Middle East
and Africa are our fellow humans trying to live
their lives in peace and safety, and your vote legitimizes the very system that is trying to kill
them and take their
resources. I have
heard every argument for voting as
it has been repeated ad nauseum to
me my entire life
especially around this time of year, and nothing
has convinced me that sacrificing my morality
for patriotism, nationalism, “women’s rights,”
or any other contrived reason is worth it. I know
where I stand, and it is on the side of truth, reason, and history.

same crooks and policies that got us into these
situations in the first place. So, call me a racist or an anarchist or whatever makes you feel
better about supporting evil. I will sleep with
a sound conscience, though, and know that my
non-action has more moral fiber than all the justifications in the world for voting. When voting
leads to immoral outcomes, we must reject it as
a way of solving our problems lest we find ourselves in the dustbin of history.

It’s not an issue of who will do less damage to
us; the real issue is why we keep supporting the
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Changing our actions to err on the side of morality is the only way we are going to turn things
around, not changing our morality to err on
the side of political ideology. I reject what this
country has become, and I reject the methods
that have caused it. My consent has been withdrawn, and quite frankly there is nothing that
can change that because my focus is on creating
a better future independent of the trappings of
politics and fiat currency. I hope you will join
me, and be on the right side of history. Non-action is as useful as action when making a point
and it is not those who do not act that are to
blame; it is those who willingly act in spite of
the knowledge that is freely available to them.
Don’t mistake my non-participation in this
scheme for inaction, though, I have been very
active in other projects with the end goal of real
liberty and justice for all. Voting is the least efficient way to affect change, and if you are interested in reading more about my approaches
feel free to contact me and maybe we can collaborate on something positive.
Meghan has been writing poetry, prose, short
stories, and essays for several years, has been
published in small independent publications
(mostly poetry), and currently runs the blog
at Roberts & Roberts Brokerage (http://rrbi.
co/category/blog/). Her focus is on social issues, politics, fitness, and natural health topics. The best way to contact Meghan is on
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/profile.
php?id=100001243544080
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Still Not Voting?
By Dan Gutenkauf
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“One of the penalties for refusing to participate in politics is
that you end up being governed
by your inferiors.” - Plato
Recently I was contacted by
email to write an article for the
November issue of the Freedoms Phoenix Digital Magazine (e-Zine). With the election season
again at our doorstep, it was a natural choice
for me to write an article on voting. In the past
week, I have read a half dozen or more articles,
written by obviously intelligent, politically astute, and passionate authors, who offer their reasons to not vote in the upcoming November 6,
2012 Presidential election. After reading their
positions, I felt compelled to offer a counter
viewpoint, based on my own observations and
experience as a legal researcher and an election
integrity activist since 1996. This article will recap the basic positions of the anti-voting proponents, followed by my response to them. I will
quote sources much wiser and more authoritative than me.
A Reason not to Vote: Force-Based Funding
of Government
Columnist Stephen Nichols posted an article recently, called “A Reason Not to Vote”. http://
www.strike-the-root.com/reason-not-to-vote.
The problem he sees is taxes. Federal income
taxes and “we’re being forced to pay for things
that we don’t want by people we don’t know
that have no interest in looking out for our best
interests.” If we don’t pay, we may be jailed,
fined, penalized or financially destroyed.” It is
taken under threat of force. He states emphatically ”taxation is not voluntary.” It is clearly
a form of robbery and extortion.” This forced
based funding “destroys any shred of legitimacy government would claim.”

May I respectfully suggest several websites that
could educate and liberate people like Mr. Nichols from their attitude of helplessness, fear, and
victimization in the area of taxation.
http://www.TruthAttack.org.
http://www.Welcome.FreeEnterpriseSociety.
com
http://www.freedomabovefortune.com
http://www.constitutionalincome.com
http://home.hiwaay.net/~becraft/
Tune in to Liberty Works Radio Network http://
www.lwrn.net .
Check out the DVD “America: Freedom to Fascism.” By Aaron Russo.
What if you could vote for a candidate whose
platform called for an end to the income tax and
the Federal Reserve? Wouldn’t that be a reason
to vote? We had a candidate for President this
election cycle whose platform includes abolishing the federal income tax and ending the Federal Reserve-Dr.Ron Paul. Did you consider
supporting him? Wouldn’t the prospect of ending the agency, whose tactics of force, fear, and
oppression you complain of, be a good reason to
vote, even if you just vote for him as a write- in
candidate? What if hundreds of thousands and
millions of other Americans voted for him too?

As Jefferson said “The two enemies of the people are criminals and government, so let us tie
the second down with the chains of the Constitution, so the second will not become the legalized version of the first.” By not voting and then
not holding elected officials to their oath to the
Constitution, you are throwing away the chains
I agree with Thomas Jefferson that “To compel that were intended to bind our public servants
a man to furnish funds for the propagation of who promote legalized theft.
ideas he disbelieves and abhors is sinful and tyrannical.” The question is… is he being com- Legal Plunder: When Government is not lepelled to pay a tax he may not owe, simply out of gitimate
ignorance and fear? As Jefferson also said “If a
nation expects to be ignorant and free, in a state Mr. Nichols argues that government is not leof civilization, it expects what never was and gitimate. Who is the “government”? “We the
never will be.” If you don’t know your rights, people” who ordained and established our Conhow can you assert them? Knowledge is power. stitution, are the “government”. We delegate
“My people are destroyed for lack of knowl- our power and authority to our elected represenedge” Hosea 4:6 “You shall know the truth and tatives, our “public servants”. But if we choose
the truth shall set you free.” John 8:32
Continues on Page 24
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candidates who do not have good moral character, men and women who do not uphold their
oath of office to uphold the Constitution, then
we get bad government. What is the legitimate
purpose of government? To protect our rights
and property, not take away our rights and property. 19th Century French economist and author
Frederic Bastiat describes the proper function of
government in his excellent book “The Law”. If
government becomes a tool to be used for “legal plunder”, then yes, as Mr. Nichols protests,
government is not legitimate.

to see who can promise the most. If the Congress spends money which has been borrowed
from the yet unborn, are we not a morally corrupt society? Any government that taxes future
generations is a criminal government and it will
not survive for very long. Taxation without representation was part of the reason for the first
American Revolution. As Beckman says, our
generation will most assuredly be damned by
our children and grandchildren, and we will
have deserved their contempt.

According to Bastiat, there are only three ways
to settle the question of “legal plunder.” 1)
The few plunder the
many. 2) Everybody
plunders everybody.
3) Nobody plunders
anybody. How do we
identify legal plunder? If the law takes from
some persons what belongs to them and gives
it to other persons to whom it does not belong.
If the law benefits one citizen at the expense of
another by doing what the citizen himself cannot do without committing a crime, that is “legal plunder”.

“Think what you do when you run in debt;
you give another power over your liberty”
-Benjamin Franklin
“The borrower is slave to the lender” Proverbs 22:7

Red Beckman reminds us that government only
has the power which the people entrust to it.
All power comes from the people, so we must
define how we give our power to the government. We get the kind of government our minds
are conditioned to accept. Beckman blames the
government controlled schools. We were never
taught that if we don’t control government, then
government controls us. I agree with Mr. BeckHow can we put the brakes on legal plunder? man when he says “If you do not vote, you have
We can vote for only those candidates who no power. The government has your power by
promise to limit and end all the unconstitutional default.”
programs, which are funded by “legal plunder.”
By not voting, you are forfeiting your power in Cast your vote the Free Market?
favor of those who will vote for all the goodies
promised by the candidates who will rob Peter to There is a philosophy currently circulating, espay Paul. Voting itself is not the problem. Voting poused by people whom I respect personally
for advocates of legal plunder and proponents and intellectually, but with whom I disagree.
of expanded government is the problem. With- That philosophy says that voting is a waste of
out a doubt, those who wish to take advantage time and will not bring about freedom. It advoof legal plunder will be voting in this election. cates that people stop casting a ballot for government, and vote by spending your money in
Is Voting immoral? (It’s in the Way that You the free market. In my mind, however, the past
Use it)
four years have clearly highlighted both the inadequacy and fallacy of that position.
Stephen Nichols argues that voting is an immoral act. “When you vote, you are a thief by In 2008, 30 million
proxy.” My response is that voting is foremost Evangelical Christians
First Amendment activity, redress of grievanc- sat at home and did
es. To allege that “voting is immoral” is akin to not vote because they
the fallacious argument that “guns are bad”. If a were not energized by
gun is used for murder and robbery, it is immor- John McCain. Barack
al. But if it is used for self-defense and protect- Obama won by 10 miling your life, it is good. In the same way, voting lion votes. And what
for a candidate who will endorse legal plunder has happened to the
is indeed thievery by proxy. But if you vote for state of freedom with
a candidate who upholds the Constitution and the “change” we got?
protects your rights and property from plunder, We now have the Naand who limits government to only Constitu- tional Defense Authotionally authorized spending, then voting it is rization Act (NDAA) passed by Executive Orgood. Like the Eric Clapton song says “It’s in der, whereby American citizens can be arrested
the Way that You Use It.’
without a warrant and detained without trial.
Does that sound like freedom? We have socialIn his book “Born Again Republic” Montana’s ized medicine passed by Democrats and Nancy
fighting redhead M.J. “Red” Beckman describes Pelosi, who said it had to be passed before we
the “free lunch syndrome”. Politicians have dis- could find out what’s in it. With the IRS as the
covered they must promise lots of goodies to new “gate keeper” to health care, can I still vote
the voters and campaigns have become contests
Continues on Page 25
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“system. Just read Votescam: the Stealing of
America by James and Kenneth Collier. Yet in
spite of election fraud, statesmen like Congressman Ron Paul and Senator Karen Johnson and
Sheriff Richard Mack still got elected to office
because citizens took the time and effort to vote.
Without their election to office, there would be a
giant vacuum in the protection of our freedoms
and no platform for propagation of the freedom
We currently have a President who embraces message.
Marxist/socialist philosophy, who endorses the
redistribution of wealth by legal plunder, and Activism changes things
supports corporatism by approving a bailout of
the auto industry and subsidizing Solyndra, a The Supreme court
failed solar panel maker. Does that sound like has defined the term
the free market? Now we truly do have bad gov- “voting” as every
ernment, and the state of freedom is not good. act necessary to
Could there be a consequential connection be- make one’s ballot
tween non-voting behavior and our current cri- effective. For me, it
sis? The American free market and our national means that there is
fiscal solvency is teetering precariously at the follow-up action afedge of a perilous cliff. There is a clear choice ter the election, whether my candidate wins or
for our country on November 6. Will we endorse loses. If he wins, I hold him accountable to his
the re-election of the current Socialist regime campaign promises. If another candidate wins,
by not voting or reverse direction to the Free I hold him accountable. I don’t become a “sore
Market candidate by voting? Still not voting? loser”. I become a “citizen activist”.
with my money in the free market for my health
care? I have read reports and heard allegations
that in March 2013, “Obamacare” will require
patients to have a class 2 device implanted under our skin which will contain all our financial
and medical information, in order to get treatment. Does that sound like freedom? Does that
sound like a free market solution?

The illusion of Choice or the illusion of Not The late John Wilde, legal researcher and occaVoting?
sional political candidate, always said “Activism changes things.” For me, voting has meant
I have never heard an adequate explanation of going far beyond simply casting a ballot and
how not voting makes us more free? Some would thinking that one act alone will make me free or
argue that, like the Matrix, those who vote only preserve our freedom. I have learned over the
have the illusion of choice…the red pill or the years that it truly does take activism to change
blue pill. I would argue that those who think that things politically, to advance the cause of freethey are more free by not voting, only have the dom. When my rights are violated by my public
illusion that you are more free. ..and the illusion servants, I hold them accountable for failure to
that you did not vote. In reality, by not voting, do their duties. In 1997, I sued Maricopa counyou did vote.
ty election officials for violating my Constitutional rights, When the Federal Court improperly dismissed my case, I pressed forward and
after a decade of arduous work, I successfully
co-authored an election law for random handcounting of ballots.

In fairness to those who advocate “not voting”,
the Supreme Court has ruled that the “right to
vote” also includes “the right to not vote”. And
if citizens choose out of principle and conviction to not vote, as a protest, that is certainly
their right. However, I extend them more grace
if, although not voting, they are politically active in other arenas of the freedom movement.
But voting is more than simply casting a ballot.
The right to vote includes the right to cast a ballot and have it accurately counted. That latter
part is certainly problematic and unreliable, as
I well know from years of investigating computer election fraud. There is much reason to
be cynical, skeptical, and apathetic about elections, given the sad state of our “fatally flawed

But sometimes activism needs to take place outside the electoral environment to advance freedom. In 2010, I sued city and state officials and
a foreign corporation, Redflex, for civil RICO
violations with photo speed cameras. And although the Federal court improperly dismissed
my case, I won my lower court case on appeal
and the photo radar cameras came down in
Tempe. It was not just a personal victory for me,
but it has freed other citizens in Tempe from the
long, intrusive arms of “predatory government.”
See http://www.perjuryforprofit.com Activism
changes things.
In his book “Constitutional Chaos: When Government Breaks its Own Laws”, Judge Andrew
Napolitano, proposes a two- prong remedy: 1)
Enforce the Constitution. 2) Sue the bastards!
Continues on Page 26
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As the late Senator Everett Dirksen observed
“When they feel the heat, they see the light.”
Don’t let anyone con you into the negative belief that one person can’t make a difference (or
one vote can’t make a difference) Thinking that
the system can’t be changed for the better, and
therefore doing nothing, results in a self- fulfilling prophecy.
The right to vote is the highest right
The Supreme court has
ruled that “the right to
vote is the highest right
we have as citizens, and
without it, all other rights
are purely illusory.” Are
you a Second Amendment advocate? If you’re
not voting, then your confidence in exercising
the “liberty teeth” is purely illusory. Let’s extend the rhetorical “Still Voting?” question from
the First Amendment to the other Amendments.
Still exercising your Second Amendment rights?
Still exercising your Fourth Amendment rights?
Still exercising your Fifth Amendment rights?

How about voting for candidates who are “prorights” and will protect our freedoms, instead of
sitting at home not voting, and thereby letting
the “anti-rights” crowd prevail by default?
Local elections
Okay, so you don’t like either presidential candidate because there’s no difference between the
Republicrats and the Democans at the national
level. How about voting for the other Federal
officers in the House and Senate? Is it possible
that electing good Federal representatives could
be a check and balance on a bad President? How
about voting your State representatives? There
are a host of local issues that deserve our attention, for repeal of laws that legislators and
bureaucrats are using to trample our rights. We
can also work at passing common sense laws
that protect our liberty. The Arizona Campaign
for Liberty put out a survey of questions and
answers that put candidates on record on liberty
issues. Have you studied them? Issues such as:

Before his untimely passing last June, attorney
Tommy Cryer published a booklet and was touring the country giving seminars on “Reclaiming
the Lost Art of Citizenry”. The whole idea of
his concept is to put the octopus of unconstitutional, abusive government back in its box, one
tentacle at a time. Voting is just a place to start.
It has been stated that “the office of citizen is the
highest office that exists”. Still Not Voting?

1) Real ID
2) Red light cameras
3) Constitutional Carry
4) Nullifying Obamacare
5) No knock warrants
6) TSA pat-downs

In his book “The Five Thousand Year Leap” 7) State health care exchanges
author Cleon Skousen says that Samuel Adams
points out a sobering fact concerning our sur- Have you studied the Candidate Statement Pamphlets sent out by the Citizens Clean Election
vival as a free people when he said:
Committee from Maricopa and Pima County?
With a gasoline price increase of 260% in the
“But neither the wisest constitution nor the
past 4 years under Obama, wouldn’t it be helpwisest laws will secure the liberty and hapful to know which candidates for Arizona Corpiness of a people whose manners are universally corrupt. He therefore is the truest poration Commission oppose Obama’s energy
friend to liberty of his country who tries policies that would take control of Arizona water
and energy policies? There are other candidates
most to promote its virtue, and who, so far
listed who have killed bills that would infringe
as his power and influence will extend, will
on our liberties, advocated limited government,
not suffer a man to be chosen into any office of power and trust who is not a wiseand adopted sound fiscal policy, protected private
property rights, supported Second Amendment
virtuous man.”
rights, and advocated for rights of the unborn.
Local elections have an impact close to home,
The Second Amendment issue
regardless of who gets elected in D.C.
Thomas Jefferson said “The beauty of the Second Amendment is that it will not be needed un- Do you want to leave these issues to chance, by
til they try to take it.” But are there any preven- choosing not to vote? Why not vote for a canditative measures that can be taken before we get date who shares your views on these critical isto the point of confiscation? How about elect- sues? And if he doesn’t get elected, put pressure
ing candidates who strongly support the Second on the winner to be educated and informed on
Amendment. As Second Amendment author the violation of your rights and property. That
Alan Korwin suggests, we need to change the is the main function of legitimate government,
language of the debate from “pro-gun” to “pro- to protect your rights and property, not plunder
rights” and from “anti-gun” to “anti-rights”.
Continues on Page 27
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you by force of law. I have advocates down at
the State Legislature who share my views on
election reform and who also oppose surveillance and privacy invasions by the photo scameras, which cause more accidents, injuries and
fatalities. How nice it is to actually have your
voice heard in a face-to-face forum at the local
legislature! What a concept!
A Christian Should Not Vote?
For the past four years we have had a President
who is an adherent of Marxist Liberation Theology, and who frequently quotes the Koran, and
declared that America is no longer a Christian
nation. He also cancelled the longstanding National Day of
Prayer. “By their fruits
you shall know them.”
Matt. 7:16. While the
President certainly does have First Amendment
freedom to celebrate Ramadan in the White
House if he chooses, many would strongly disagree with his assertion that we are no longer
a Christian nation. Check out David Barton’s
“WallBuilders” website, which presents our
moral, religious, and Constitutional heritage.
Doesn’t the Bible tell us “Blessed is the nation
whose God is the Lord’? Psalm 33:12 (I don’t
think it’s referring to Allah)
There is an internet blog by a Christine Smith
which offers reasons “Why a Christian Should
Not
Vote”.
http://christinesmith.us/wordpress/2012/10/17/why-a-christian-should-notvote/
Miss Smith
advances the
argument that
“Voting
is
only for those
who wish to
impose/force
their will upon
another.” But there is a difference between forcing your will upon another and making your
voice heard. Voting is the means by which we
choose between those who will either defend
our rights and property and limit our government, or by default, allow those people to be
elected who will violate our rights and property
and expand government.
Romans 13:1 says “Let every soul be subject to
the higher powers. For there is no power but of
God: the powers that be are ordained by God.”
Are we not “One Nation Under God? “Where
the spirit of the Lord is there is liberty.” II Corinthians 3:17.

Under our form of Constitutional government,
“We the People” are the “higher powers.” We are
endowed by our Creator with inalienable rights
of life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. We
are endowed with religious liberty, freedom of
speech and expression (voting) freedom of assembly (political parties). Why would God endow us with rights, if He didn’t intend for us to
exercise those rights and freedoms?
1 Samuel 12:13 says “Now therefore behold the
king whom ye have chosen, and whom ye have
desired! And behold the Lord hath set a king
over you. V.14 If ye will fear the Lord, and serve
him and obey his voice and not rebel against the
commandment of the Lord, then shall both ye
and also the king that reigneth over you continue following the Lord your God.”

But keep in mind, our President doesn’t reign
over us, he is our elected public servant. We delegate our power and authority to him through
elections. We the People are the Sovereigns in
our Constitutional government
Romans 13: 3 “For rulers are not a terror to good
works, but to evil.” Romans 13:4 ”For he is the
minister of God to thee for good….for he is the
minister of God, a revenger to execute wrath
upon him that doeth evil.” (That’s why we elect
sheriffs and judges)
Jesus said “Blessed are those who hunger and
thirst for justice, for they shall be satisfied.”
How do we obtain justice? By exercising our
God-given rights, protected under the First
Amendment, by redress of grievances. One of
the mechanisms our government has established
for redress of grievances is voting.
Proverbs 29:2 “When the righteous are in authority, the people rejoice; but when the wicked
beareth rule, the people mourn.”
Miss Smith makes the incredible assertion that
there is little difference between Christian voices and worldly voices when it comes to voting.
Really? Try telling that to those Christian voices
Continues on Page 28
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who would protect the sanctity of life and marriage. Try telling that to the Catholic church,
which is suing the government to protect their
religious freedom to not be forced to pay for
abortions and contraceptives under Obamacare.
Under our Constitutional form of government,
which protects our freedom to exercise our religion, why would we not vote to protect our
religious liberty when government attempts to
violate those religious convictions? There were
worldly voices at the recent Democratic convention that booed three times at the mention
of adding “God” to the platform. To assert that
there is little difference between Christian voices and worldly voices is an utter denial of reality.

See the Election Sermons from 1775, 1792, and
the 1800 Massachusetts Election Sermon and
1826 New Hampshire Election Sermon at http://
www.wallbuilders.com
See “Why Christians should Vote” by Tim Haile

In a country that allows us freedom to exercise
our religion, why would we not vote to protect
our religious liberty? Was it wrong for Christians like William Wilberforce or Martin Luther
King Jr. to be involved in politics? By Christians not voting, they leave important moral decisions, which will affect future generations, in
the hands of atheists and humanists by default.
Can you not vote and then still expect one day
to hear the words “Well done good and faithful
Miss Smith argues that there are two kingdoms servant”?
that Christians know of: the kingdom of God
and the Kingdom of man. She cites John 18:36 “When you become entitled to exercise the
where Jesus said “My kingdom is not of this right of voting…{remember} that God comworld.” But she forgets that when He taught mands you to choose…just men who will rule
His earthly disciples to pray the Our Father, He in the fear of God. Preservation of a republican
said “Thy kingdom come, thy will be done on government depends on the faithful discharge of
earth as it is in heaven.” Matthew 6;10. Isn’t this duty” -Noah Webster
it God’s will expressed in the law He gave to
Moses? “Thou shalt not kill,” “Thou shalt not Why I Vote
steal,” “Thou shalt not covet anything that is thy
neighbor’s.” Exodus 20. As Christians, we have When I was 13 years old, my parents took our
the power to vote for candidates who will pro- family on vacation to the New England states.
tect the sanctity of life, and protect the public My Dad’s itinerary included a tour of the historagainst legalized theft, and protect against the ic sites of the American Revolution. My grade
school history and civics classes suddenly came
covetous redistribution of wealth.
alive with a deeper and richer appreciation for
James 5:17 says “Therefore to him that knoweth the sacrifices of the Founding Fathers. Standing
to do good and doeth it not, to him it is sin.” Je- on the green at Lexington and Concord, visitsus commanded us to be both “salt” and “light” ing the site of the Boston Tea Party, Constituand to let our light shine before men. Isn’t the tion Hall in Philadelphia, the Liberty Bell, the
act of voting for candidates who represent Bib- Washington Monument and Jefferson Memorilical values a way to let our light, and the light al, Arlington National Cemetery, the site of the
of Jesus Christ, shine before men?
eternal flame seven months after the JFK assassination… all these sights had a profound imSome websites with more in depth reasons why pact on me. I know that my Dad wanted to pass
Christians should vote can be found at:
on a legacy of respect and appreciation for the
sacrifice that was required to fashion our unique
http://www.soundchristian.com/vote/
history of freedom. Freedom does not come
without acceptance of responsibility. As Ben
http://communities.washingtontimes.com/
Franklin answered “A republic if you can keep
neighborhood/frederick-douglass-modelit.” What are you doing to keep it? I’m voting
ages/2012/jul/23/do-christian-have-responAND holding my public servants accountable.
sibility-vote/
When I vote, I honor the sacrifice of my fellow
h t t p : / / w w w. b i l m u e h l e n b e rg .
countrymen who have fought, bled, and died to
com/2012/09/08/why-christians-should-bepreserve my right to vote (and your right to not
interestedinvolved-in-politics/
vote). When I vote at the polls on election day,
I get to personally observe my election officers,
http://www.wnd.com/2012/10/should- observe my fellow voters, view the number of
christians-vote-nov-6/print/
votes counted on the tabulator, and visually
examine the make and model of the machines
http://scottsdalebible.com/sermons/valuesthat are counting my ballot. I feel I am actively
for-the-voting-booth
Continues on Page 29
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engaged in the process set up to preserve our
republic. Because I have studied election law
and the duties of each election board member,
I can determine if they are properly executing
their duties at the precinct. The same goes for
the workers at the central counting center. It’s
called “vigilance”, the price of freedom. I fail
to see how not voting helps to keep the republic. Why would the Founders go to such great
lengths to specify the electoral procedures in
the Constitution, if they intended that we didn’t
use those procedures? For me, I cannot not vote.
Preserving Medical Freedom
My Dad was a prominent physician, a medical pioneer in cardiology, and a prophet. In my
high school years, I accompanied him as a hospital orderly as he made his patient rounds in the
mid 1960’s. I remember when he made an extraordinarily accurate prediction that medicine
would become more “socialized”, and it would
become less attractive as a profession. Fast forward forty-five years and we have “socialized
medicine”, “Obamacare” (the Unaffordable
Sick Care Act) It has been estimated that as high
as 70% of medical doctors could leave that noble profession if it gets fully implemented. I’m
sure my Dad never envisioned a new intermediary partner in the patient care relationship, i.e.,
the IRS, nor could he have envisioned having
a class 2 device containing a patient’s medical
and financial information implanted under the
skin in order to receive medical care. I miss my
Dad, but I’m glad he isn’t here to see this tragedy. Is this freedom and the free market? I don’t
think so. This is not the country I grew up in.
Can lost rights be reclaimed?

“Silence in the face of evil is itself evil: God will
not hold us guiltless. Not to speak is to speak.
Not to act is to act.” Theologian and Nazi dissident Dietrich Bonhoeffer
(And by logical extension, Not to vote is to vote)
“Be not overcome with evil, but overcome evil
with good” Romans 12:21.
Doing Nothing is not an Option
Writer and journalist Victoria Collier, daughter
of the late James Collier, author of “Votescam”,
has recently published an excellent and authoritative article for Harper’s Magazine, titled “How
to Rig an Election”. It was James Collier who
galvanized me into action for election integrity
in 1996, and he validated and supported my elections lawsuit. Victoria has commendably carried
on her father’s legacy of investigative journalism and activism. If anyone has a right to be
cynical about the integrity of our electoral process, Victoria does. But as she so rightly affirms,
“No matter how cynical we may have become
about our elections, doing nothing to secure an
accurate vote count is not an option.”…Where
paper ballots still exist, we can demand that local election clerks allow them to be counted by
hand before they leave the precinct”…We must
demand that our representatives pass comprehensive election reform, including… a secure,
transparent vote count. A privatized, secret ballot count must be viewed as a violation of our
civil rights.”…”If we the people do not feel
the outrage, or lack the courage to fight for this
most basic right of American self-governance,
who will?” Well stated, Victoria!
“…whenever the people are well informed, they
can be trusted with their own government, that,
whenever things get so far wrong as to attract
their notice, they may be relied on to set them
right.” Thomas Jefferson

There now appears to be only two ways to
stop this crushing juggernaut. Elect a President
who promises to repeal it, or elect good State
representatives who will reject it via the 10th
Amendment. I want to preserve the legacy of
quality medical care that my Dad passed down, Freedom Good……Government Bad
and stop the haunting specter of rationed health
care. Sorry, not voting is not a solution, nor is it
an option for me.
“I predict future happiness for Americans if
they can prevent the government from wasting
the labors under the pretense of taking care of
them” -Thomas Jefferson
“No man is more of a slave than he who thinks
himself free without being so”-Johann Wolfgang von Goethe. Do you think you’re more
free because you don’t vote? Slaves don’t vote.
If the adage is true that “Those who won’t read,
have no advantage over those who can’t read”,
then it follows logically “Those who won’t vote,
have no advantage over those who can’t vote”.

Sometimes it takes a simple slogan, something
that fits on a bumper sticker, to encapsulate an
important political principle. One slogan that
Freedoms Phoenix readers and Arizona Breakfast Club attendees are very familiar with is
Continues on Page 30
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“Freedom good…Government bad, bad, bad.”
Another poignant slogan is “Freedom’s the Answer…What’s the question.” I like that one. But
if the bumper sticker slogan does not trigger
deeper thought and analysis, and thereby actually motivate a citizen to action, it falls short of
it’s potential. The slogan itself, while a good
springboard for thought, changes nothing. ACTIONS speak <LOUDER> than words. “Meet,
eat, retreat and repeat” changes nothing.

choose someone dedicated to following the Ten
Commandments and the first Ten Amendments,
or somebody who is dedicated to following the
Ten Planks of the Communist manifesto? By
not voting, we leave that choice to accident and
chance. By not voting, we vote to be governed
by our inferiors by default.

Every day we live, we are defining our legacy,
by our actions and by our inactions. Not to act is
to act. Will we be passing down a better legacy
So allow me to to our children than the legacy our parents and
present my own forefathers gave us? What kind of legacy will
personal analy- you leave on November 6th?
sis of “Freedom
G o o d … G o v - Yes, it is important to “Declare Your Indepenernment
Bad, dence”, just as the Founding Fathers did. Free
bad, bad” James your mind and the rest of your body will folMadison
said low. But the Founding Fathers didn’t stop with
“If men were angels, government would not be simply declaring their independence. They denecessary”. But because human nature is weak fended their independence and established Conand men are not self-governing, our forefathers stitutional mechanisms to preserve our indepenknew we needed some form of government, dence. If we simply declare our independence,
bound by the chains of the Constitution, to pro- but do nothing to defend and preserve our intect our rights and property from violation by dependence, then we are guilty of simply enothers. The mechanism for choosing our public gaging in flippant lip service. ACTIONS speak
servants was the electoral system. But absent <LOUDER> than words. If we get bad governthe participation of vigilant and informed citi- ment, it’s because we made bad choices in votzens, that selection process is left to chance and ing, OR we didn’t vote and let others make bad
accident, left to those less informed and more choices for us by default.
covetous people, who are eager to vote, whether
qualified or not. The result is bad public servants, “All that is required for evil to prevail is for
bad government, and tyranny. Bad government good men to do nothing.” Edmund Burke.
means less freedom. Yes, of course freedom is
good. But if it gets choked off and infringed on “Faith without works is dead.” James 2:20
by bad government, who is to blame? I say it is
due to the failure of good and intelligent people Still Not Voting?
to participate in the political process.
Dan Gutenkauf is a graduate of Drake Univer“Freedom’s the Answer…What’s the Ques- sity, with a B.A. in psychology and political scition?” My question is “How can we resort to ence studies. He is a legal researcher and an
the Answer, if Freedom is no longer available, election integrity activist since 1996. In 2006
because it got choked off by bad government?” he co-authored S.B. 1557, now A.R.S. 16-602,
Does the premise of the political proposition requiring random ballot hand counts to check
still work? In other words, how can we reach computer results. He has written articles for
the end result (Freedom) if we lose (or don’t votefraud.org and he has been a speaker for
“Citizens for a Fair Vote Count” in Cincinnause) the means itself (Freedom)?
ti in 2000, for the Eagle Forum in St. Louis in
2001, and he has appeared as a guest on raGotta Serve Somebody
dio talk shows with Erskine Overnight, the TerAs a musician, I love brilliant songwriting, es- ry Gilberg show, Liberty Works Radio with Dr.
pecially when it makes you think. I love Bob Stan Monteith, “Sharpe in the Morning” with
Dylan’s song “Gotta Serve Somebody”. “It may Jim Sharpe, and Declare Your Independence
be the devil, or it may be the Lord, but you’re with Ernest Hancock. Dan is a professional
gonna have to serve somebody”. But on elec- musician and songwriter, and a member of the
tion day here in America, once again we be- Iowa Rock and Roll Hall of Fame with his twin
come the Master who gets to choose who is brother Dennis
going to serve us. As I see it, the real choice
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among our servants boils down to this: Will we
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VOTING ELECTION 2012: END-GAME...
One Patriot's Opinion
By Phranq Tamburri
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For most reading this article, Libertarians, Patriots, and Austrian Schoolers, the decision to vote
and who to vote for will
likely not be swayed by
anything written here.
We are a very committed, educated, and principled cadre. However, no doubt we still debate
tirelessly with family and friends at this 2012
Election End-Game who still are not sure whom
to vote for. Worse yet, many of our contacts
seemed to have 'awakened' on libertarian values
and sound money principles over the past years
due to our efforts, yet are returning to the comfortable position of voting the Two Party duopoly... again. They are being fed the same scare
tactic used in EVERY election, "This election
is the most important election of our Lifetime!!
Therefore, it is too important to 'waste' your
vote! We must stop the 'other guy' at all costs!"

President, this late in the game, can prevent our
path now. The most we hoped for is a Captain
with experience of hurricanes (Dr. Paul, Governor Johnson) to best navigate us through the
coming storm. It is a storm we plainly see on
the 'Hayek Weather Channel' that our fellow
Americans never bother watching. Therefore,
after years of fighting a corrupt political system, not voting is a way to retain one's integrity
while realizing a deeper truth; this Country is
ordained to undergo a Revolution. This Revolution for many of us is best to occur as soon
as possible. The sooner the 'reset switch' is hit,
then the sooner and less painful the withdrawal
pains will be. I personally do not believe this to
be the most effective use of my one educated
vote, however I deeply respect those who proclaim, "Still Voting?!" Yet to their credit, history has proven that a true political movement
WILL take care of itself regardless of the 'rules'
or mannered elections.

Coming from an Austrian 'schooled' activist for 2. Vote for Dr. Ron Paul as a 'Write-In' Can25 years, for what it is worth here is my argu- didate: As an American who both voted for and
ment for election 2012.
worked on all three of Dr. Paul's Presidential
bids (beginning in 1988), I could see no greater
My Modus Operandi is that 'A wasted vote is pride than to vote him in to the disapproving
one not principled AND one not heard'. Let face of the electoral elite. However, I believe
us use our vote, our voice, to send a message! this, too, is a less-than-effective use of our votThe question is, "What will the message be?", ing voice. I am as angry, if not more so, over
and more importantly, "will anyone even recog- Dr. Paul's exclusion and the lack of utter ethnize our message?" These 2 questions I believe ics in how he and his followers (us) have been
should influence our vote. Here are the options treated. A vote for Dr. Paul would certainly vinthe (disenfranchised) Liberty Movement Amer- dicate all my toils and weekends politicking for
ican must decide on:
this amazing American. Unfortunately though,
writing in Dr. Paul will likely not be noticed.
1. Don't Bother Voting: Straight off, there is This is for 2 reasons. Reason #1 is that each state
the sensible and rationale decision to not bother has different rules for writing in a candidate. So
voting. With regard to our activist community, even if the rules properly allow a write-in to be
this decision is not out of laziness. Our com- counted, the ethics of the elite has taught us how
munity has deeply understood the grave state rules can and will be broken to suit their cause.
that our Nations' economy is under and the im- A write-in vote is the easiest to discount ("illegpending currency crisis looming in only months ible"!, "the name was written with the wrong
to a couple years. We also understand that no
Continues on Page 32
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font"!). Reason #2 is even if the write-ins are
properly counted, it is highly unlikely that the
count will be reported to the media. Therefore
as the final voting results are reported, at least
the Green and Libertarian Party with their candidate officially on the ballot, their candidate's
counts will be reported alongside the Duopoly
scores. The statist voter will see that fellow
Americans do vote outside the Duopoly. However a write-in candidate would not even make
this contribution. And this was a point Dr. Paul
tried to illustrate with his Press Conference of
3rd Parties in 2008.
3. Vote for Governor Romney (or even more foolish,
The President): Unfortunately this is the most common
result of most of our newly
awakened friends and family;
they will retreat like a scared animal of habit,
back to what they know of the Duopoly comfort
food. Gone is their logic. Gone are their principles. Gone are all the growth and education
they amassed the prior 4 years (which was often typically initiated after losing investments).
Unless the citizen honestly believes in their candidate and is voting for their choice, not simply
scared by Talking Heads into simply stopping
the opposition Party, a vote for the Duopoly
parties is the ultimate wasted vote. It is a vote
that propagates the two-Party farce we have today. It allows another complete political cycle
to occur where other legitimate political Parties
are excluded from the discussion. When the average American (inferingly) states that, "if your
third party person is so 'good', then why are they
not in the debates?" They are not included in
the debates overall because the Duopoly Parties
own and run the Presidential Selection Committee that today runs the debates. This new
committee in American politics began as a coercion against The League of Women Voters and
third Party candidates after Ross Perot met the
outlandish requirements put into place to look
Democratic
4. Vote the Libertarian Ticket for Governor
Gary Johnson or Green Party Jill Stein: Of
all the choices available, I believe voting for
one of these 2 candidates is the best option to
be heard. Of course, between these two, most
Freedom Movement Americans would not vote
for Mrs. Stein, but they miss the point. There
are only 4 legitimately viable candidates for
President of the United States in 2012. They
are alphabetically Johnson, Obama, Romney,
and Stein. This is because under the U.S. Constitution all 4, and ONLY these 4, are at least
35 years of age, American born (don't start!),
AND are on enough ballots nationwide that, IF
THEY WIN EACH STATE THEY ARE ON,
they would win the plurality of electoral votes
and win the White House. Yet only 2 of these 4
were allowed in the National Conversation and

debates. Most maddening is the utter lack of
outrage and excuses given by the American voter for this. Americans today suffer from a form
of cultural blindness, like Jim Crowe laws of the
South, where fellow Americans can be treated
unethically and unfairly right in front of them
yet they calmly justify the transgression facing
them. It is the equivalent of claiming, "All Men
are Created Equal"... yet then stating, "That
black American must get to the back of the bus"
is justified. Like the Civil Rights Movement
before us, we must peacefully demonstrate our
presence. The election is the
ultimate manner to do so nationally. Only THIS time we
CAN be heard! Why? This
election truly demonstrates
how fractured this nation is in
being forced like an intelligent
child to choose between 2 dysfunctional divorcing parents. The last polls state
this will be a close call down the middle of our
electorate. And it is ONLY in these elections
where the third Party candidates make a significant difference. And with a vote for a third Party our total grows in percentage. And when the
close margin is analyzed to be narrower to the
total of third Party votes, we will be demonized
but heard. However, this is key: The Duopoly
Parties and your average voter love to justify
their political bigotry of keeping Johnson out of
the debates by claiming that our movement is
irrelevant,.... yet have no doubt that if we score
a notable percentage that changes the election
(like Ralph Nader or Ross Perot), we will then
earn their wrath for being too relevant! This is
the political mirror that a third Party vote can
shove in front of the American elite and the politically ignorant.
5. Specifically vote for Gary Johnson: I say
this only as an extension of #4. Although Mrs.
Stein fits the political strategy that our individual votes can carry, we must also want a visible
candidate that shares our values on key issues of
sound money and a steward for the Principles of
our currently shattered Constitution.
Overall, I am only one voice in a chorus of opinions. And regardless of your vote, I do sincerely
believe that everyone in our Liberty Movement
has been playing, and will continue to play, a
much more significant role in our Nation's future... more than one vote in a corrupt political
system could possibly do. As a certain patriot
rabble rouser likes to remind others... "Don't focus on the vote, but free minds".
Dr. Phranq Tamburri is a naturopathic physician
specializing in men's health with a sub-specialty in
prostate cancer. He was actively involved in the Ron
Paul r3VOLution and is schooled in Austrian Economics. Visit his webpage at LongevityMedical.Com
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Activism in Full Throttle
By The r3VOLution
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Having fun while Had Enough Yet? (video):
still having maximum
impact, these libertarian activists are seasoned veterans when it
comes to spreading the
message of freedom and liberty. The following
videos are but a small sample of what some are
doing to pull the curtain back and expose the
game for what it is.
Enjoy!
1. James Babb - At this Democracy Unplugged
(http://www.democracyunplugged.net/) forum
for alternative parties, the Vote for Nobody
Campaign (http://www.anti-politics.ws/) participated for the first time. While the other presidential candidate's representatives talked about
their vision of what the government should be
and do, James Babb extolled the virtues of nonvoting and a stateless society.

3. Ernest Hancock - Publisher of FreedomsPhoenix.com Ernest Hancock endorses Criminal Defense Attorney, Marc J Victor, for U.S.
Senate:

Please also visit the Boycott the 2012 Presidential Election website (http://electionboycott2012.org/), a group on the left with a similar
goal for this election.
Vote for Nobody's Jim Babb at Democracy
4. 4409 - Videographer and activist, 4409, on
Unplugged (video):
the UnVote 2012: BLAH ALERT condensed 4
min Arizona House Debate CD #9 -

2. Marc Victor - Marc is running as a Libertarian for U.S. Senate against incumbent Jeff Flake
(R) and Richard Carmon (D). During a recent
debate, Flake and Carmona continue to bicker How to cut the bullshit from a debate:
while America melts down, while Marc Victor This is a parody. The link to whole debate is
is offering real leadership. http://VictorForS- below.
enate.com
A live half-hour debate for the candidates seeking to represent Arizona's new Ninth Congressional District. The candidates are Vernon Parker (Republican), Kyrsten Sinema (Democrat)
and Powell Gammill (Libertarian).
http://www.azpbs.org/arizonahorizon/detail.
php?id=2006#Vote%202012:%20Congres...
Continues on Page 34
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Continued from Page 33 - Activism in Full Throttle
5. Michael Kielsky - Michael is running for Enough said...
Maricopa County Attorney - No Victim, No 6. Vote For Nobody Campaign - Here's where
Crime, No Time, No Fine:
you can get some of those 'Vote For Nobody Leadership We Can Trust' Signs...
Liberty Activist Printing - http://www.libertyactivistprinting.com/ (or take the PDF to your
local printer/sign shop)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1135393-A - Yard Signs
Job Name: Nobody
Size: 2 X 1.5
Paper: 4mm Coroplast (Corrugated Plastic)
Color: 4/4 (Full Color Both Sides)
Coating: No Lamination
Turnaround: 2-3 Day

VOTE FOR NOBODY SIGN FRONT - PDF

VOTE FOR NOBODY SIGN BACK - PDF

Kielsky.Com
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Michael Collins and the
Eight Hundred Year Occupation
By Bill Buppert
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“Realists appealed to
Collins. There would be no
more glorious protests in
arms, he decided. He built
a cadre of realists around
him, first in the IRB, then
at Volunteer headquarters, where he took over
Pearse’s old post as Director of Organization
before becoming Director of Intelligence, finally in Dáil Eireann, as the underground government’s very effective Minister for Finance.
Collins was a doer. Essentially a well-informed
opportunist with very few scruples, his entire
ideology could be stated in five words: ‘The
Irish should govern themselves.’”
-Sean Cronin, “Irish Nationalism: A History of
its Roots and Ideology”
“The characteristics
which mark Collins
out as a remarkably
successful Director
of Intelligence during
the War of Independence include his evident appreciation of
the importance of the collection and assessment
of information as primary elements of intelligence operations which should precede action;
his partial penetration of his adversary’s own
intelligence system; the efficiency and ruthlessness with which action based on good intelligence was taken; and his success in preserving
the security and efficiency of his own organization both in Dublin and in Britain despite the
pressures it operated under because of the constant threat of raids, arrests and the capture of
documents.”

Ireland was invaded and occupied the British
crown in 1169 and suffered a brutal occupation
punctuated by indigenous risings, rebellions
and pockets of resistance. Sinn Féin emerged in
1905 to formalize a political vehicle to liberate
the Irish from the British occupation. These sophisticated rebel organizations started to emerge
in the in the 19th and 20th century, culminating
in the 1916 Easter Rising which led to the mismatch and overreach that would be the undoing
of English rule over the Irish.
Michael Collins would emerge as the premier
guerrilla leader during the crucial struggle between 1916 and 1922. He embodied the early
germination of the non-state soldier as a twentieth century variation on the age-old warrior in
history and fought in Ireland under a variety of
covers and positions within the political hierarchy of the Irish Republican Brotherhood (IRB).
Collins would fight for the next four years culminating on Bloody Sunday on 21 November
1920.
The Rising in 1916

During the Easter week of 24-30 April 1916, the
IRB fielded the Irish Volunteers and smaller elements of Irish nationalists rose in armed rebellion in Dublin against the British crown. The
violence was a tremendous shock to the authorities in London and they reacted with enormous
disproportionate use of military and constabulary forces to quell the rebellion. “The British Army reported casualties of 116 dead, 368
wounded and nine missing. Sixteen policemen
died, and 29 were wounded. Rebel and civilian
casualties were 318 dead and 2,217 wounded.
The Volunteers and ICA recorded 64 killed in
action, but otherwise Irish casualties were not
-Eunan O’Halpin, “Collins and Intelligence: divided into rebels and civilians.”1 Executions
1919-1923 From Brotherhood to Bureaucracy” and reprisals followed and Collins started to
(in the anthology Michael Collins and the Mak- rise in the ranks to prominence in the aftermath
of the Fort Sumter of the twentieth century Irish
ing of the Irish State)
revolution against the Crown and eventually a
bloody civil war that would pit Irishman against
Introduction
Irishman.
Michael Collins was a tough young Irish operative during the seminal years of Eire’s final di- An increased colonial imperial presence started
vorce from the United Kingdom at the begin- to expand its reach on the southern island that
ning of the twentieth century. This paper will was the heart of the rebellion. England was
attempt to discover if Collins was the culminat- on a war footing in her third year of fighting in
ing point that brought Number Ten Downing the First World War and troop movements and
Street to the negotiation table, stared down Win- 1
Foy, Michael, and Brian Barton. The Easter Rising. Chicago:
ston Churchill and came home with the solution The History Press, 2011.
for Irish independence from the British Crown.
Continues on Page 36
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Continued from Page 35 - Michael Collins and the Eight Hundred Year Occupation
weapons availability were quite abundant for
the forces deployed. The British had to invest
in a counterinsurgency campaign and still had
upper tier members of the military high command with bitter memories of the COIN difficulties in the two Boer conflicts fought less than
a generation before.
The Rebellion in Earnest
The IRB and the other militant organizations
started to realize that the war would have to
be one of the classic insurgent and conducted
in “suit and tie” as it were, assuming aliases
and slipping through the mass base undetected.
Collins would for three years hide in plain sight
in Dublin and its environs posing as a businessman named “John Grace”. Great Britain would
respond with one of the most slipshod and misinformed counterinsurgency (COIN) campaigns
in recent history with a number of missteps that
would eventually cost them the conflict and the
island of Eire would eventually float out of the
Dominion orbit. Some suppose that if that had
not occurred during wartime, that the COIN
may have had an even chance of success but
the “modus operandi and outlook…had been
shaped during wartime for the intelligence apparatus which required intelligence officers to
cut corners, dispense with vetting procedures
and cold pitch informers.” 2The British also severely underestimated the IRB/IRA counterintelligence operations being conducted against
them.
Once the British introduced
the Blacks and Tans, a paramilitary police unit in concert with the Royal Irish Constabulary (RIC), the atrocities
started to even gain attention
in England and some Members of Parliament warned
that the harsh treatment would lead to a deepening resistance and compel the populace to close
ranks with the rebellion. Contrary to the popular media, the massacre at Croke Park in 1920
where 13 civilians died was at the hands of the
RIC and some auxiliaries. Nonetheless, a critical mass of English brutality was having a measured effect on the Irish mood that the IRA took
full advantage of and Collins hatched a plan to
assassinate members of the intelligence organization known as the Cairo Gang headquartered
in the Castle.
Bloody Sunday
The propaganda war on both sides was quite effective although one can say the Irish rebellion
had an advantage between a sympathetic USA
and British public becoming exhausted with the
expense and the apparent atrocities starting to
percolate for the unintended conflict that Great
Britain had been escalating since 1919. Even
Churchill grew weary in 1920: “What was the
2
Hittle, J.B.E. Michael Collins and the Anglo-Irish War: Britain’s Counterinsurgency Failure. Washington DC: Potomac, 2011.

alternative? It was to plunge one small corner of
the empire into an iron repression, which could
not be carried out without an admixture of murder and counter-murder…. Only national selfpreservation could have excused such a policy,
and no reasonable man could allege that selfpreservation was involved.” One can bookend
this speech with one of the greatest speeches
Churchill even made on 8 July 1920 concerning the British military massacres of Indians at
Amristar on 13 April 1919 (also known as the
Jallianwalla Bagh Massacre) and his condemnation of British military excesses in the Raj,
one cannot help but think he was conflating
some of that brutality with what was transpiring in Ireland during the war.3Churchill’s reputation as one of the finest speakers in the English-speaking world gave him a platform which
enthralled millions in the British public whether
broadcast or read transcripted in the daily newspapers. The daily mauling of Irish civilians by
British occupation forces may have started to
gain more traction.
On 19 June, 1920 the commanding officer of the
RIC in Listowel informed his ranks:
“Now, men, Sinn Fein have had all the sport
up to the present, and we are going to have
the sport now. The police are not in sufficient
strength to do anything to hold their barracks.
This is not enough for as long as we remain on
the defensive, so long will Sinn Fein have the
whip hand. We must take the offensive and beat
Sinn Fein at its own tactics…If a police barracks
is burned or if the barracks already occupied is
not suitable, then the best house in the locality
is to be commandeered, the occupants thrown
into the gutter. Let them die there—the more the
merrier. Should the order (“Hands Up”) not be
immediately obeyed, shoot and shoot with effect. If the persons approaching (a patrol) carry
their hands in their pockets, or are in any way
suspicious-looking, shoot them down. You may
make mistakes occasionally and innocent persons may be shot, but that cannot be helped,
and you are bound to get the right parties some
time. The more you shoot, the better I will like
you, and I assure you no policeman will get into
trouble for shooting any man.” 4
The perfect storm was emerging that would lead
to the operation that would change the course of
the conflict and eventually draw the British to
the negotiating table to parley for a conditional settlement and peace that may free the Irish
from English dominion.
Collins would strike the match that would put
the British in the hazard. His “Squad” was
comprised of volunteer gunmen and supporting
elements that would target the Cairo Gang at
Dublin Castle who were a key component of the
3
Herman, Arthur. Gandhi & Churchill: The Epic Rivalry that
Destroyed an Empire and Forged Our Age. New York: Bantam, 2009.
4
Wilson, A.N. After the Victorians: The Decline of Britain in the
World. New York: Farar, 2005.
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Continued from Page 36 - Michael Collins and the Eight Hundred Year Occupation
intelligence complex the English had deployed
into Ireland to quell the rebellion. The popular
media has greatly exaggerated the importance
of the Cairo Gang in the vast network of intelligence assets the Crown had deployed but the
propaganda impact coupled with what would
happen within hours of the assassination would
force the British government to find a solution
the IRB and indigenous Irishmen would agree
to.
“Shortly after eight in the morning, [Collins’
men] converged on eight different addresses in
Dublin. Nineteen soldiers, one or two of them
probably not agents, were roused from their
sleep and shot.” 5
Of these, thirteen were killed and six wounded according to official reports. When Collins
would hear the news, he would say: “Good God.
We’re finished now. It’s all up.” 6This was not
the blow the popular media makes it out it to be
ands tends to be exaggerated. This was a propaganda blow but had a relatively minor operational impact from an intelligence perspective.
“In hindsight, Collins’ operation, although executed with imprecision was a shock to British
intelligence but quite limited in scope. The IRA
succeeded in eliminating only a small fraction
of the legion of British intelligence operatives,
although there is no question that a few of those
assassinated were among the more experienced
and aggressive operators. At the end of the day
IRA gunmen killed seven confirmed intelligence officers, two legal officers, one informer, and two Auxiliary temporary cadets, while
wounding four more suspected spies.” 7 Collins
blow would nonetheless have far-reaching effects that would happen just that afternoon.
The day was not over as the bloody-minded British Blacks and Tans and some associated constabulary possibly seeking revenge opened fire
at the football pitch in Croke Park that afternoon
by killing 12 civilians and maiming hundreds of
other players and spectators in what would become the Croke Park massacre that would even
upset the British government at the ferocity and
brutality of the attack after the stinging rebuke
Churchill had spoke against mere months before
in the Parliament during General Dyer’s trial for
the Indian massacre.
Conclusion
A mere two years later in December 1921, the
Irish would get their independence after almost
eight hundred years as a mostly unwilling vassal of the United Kingdom. This would spark
a vicious civil war between two competing factions that would be long and bloody. Collins
would be assassinated himself in his personage
as the military commander of free Ireland by a
rival Republican faction in August 1922.

soldiers in WWI during the British fight against
Turkey in the Middle East. One must entertain
the counterfactual that had Collins not struck
such a blow and reaped the unintended windfall
of English brutality and callous disregard for
human life at Croke Park that same afternoon if
the Commonwealth may have remained intact.
“… [G]iven time, strength and public support,
the British forces could have reduced rebel operations to negligible proportions. Nevertheless, these quintessential conditions were missing. While the IRA survived, political pressure
on the British government increased and though
the balance was tantalizingly fine, the IRAS
held out longer than the government’s nerve.
That was what mattered.” 8
Collins survived and went toe to toe.
Collins was at the right time and right place to
take full advantage of English missteps and capitalize on the unintended profit from Churchill
damning the military brutality by Raj forces in
India resulting in thousands of civilian deaths
and maiming. Many forces were starting to coalesce to include the post-WWI exhaustion of
Britain, British financial woes and the consolidation of Irish guerrilla forces under a capable
and effective leadership. The combination of
ruthless efficiency, political stellar alignments
and the sheer exhaustion of the British public
with the conflict most likely tipped the balance
for Collins and his confreres.
A single day in which both the protagonists
swung at each other may very well have set the
conditions for Irish freedom.
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THE JURY TRIAL
By Julian Heicklen
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Amendment VI of
the U. S. Constitution
states: “In all criminal
prosecutions, the accused shall enjoy the
right to a speedy and
public trial, by an impartial jury....” It does not say: “may enjoy.” It
does not say: “if the accused chooses.” It does
not say: “unless the accused declines.” It does
not say: “if the judge agrees.” It does not say:
“unless the Supreme Court says otherwise.” It
says that there shall be a jury trial.

[3] on charges ranging from manslaughter to
reckless endangerment, and were acquitted.[4]”
(see the web page for references).
The three detectives involved in the shooting were indicted by a grand jury for manslaughter, reckless endangerment, and assault.
They waived a jury trial. The bench trial started
on March 16, 2007. All three detectives were
found not guilty of all charges by Justice Arthur
J. Cooperman.

Apparently the police department did not agree
with the judge’s decision. Although the detecEveryone in the criminal legal system knows tives were acquitted, the three of them and their
that if a defendant declines a jury trial, it is be- commanding officer were fired or forced to recause his lawyer thinks or knows that his client sign on March 24, 2012.
is guilty. It is no longer possible for the judge
to be impartial.
If there had been a jury trial, the detectives were
likely to have been found guilty of something—
The reason a defendant’s lawyer declines a jury probably not first degree murder, but at least
trial is because he hopes to win the case in one criminal negligence. However, even it did find
of three ways:
the police not guilty, its verdict would have been
more credible.
1. He has some obscure legal argument that
the jury (and maybe even the judge and/or
On the other hand the judge desperately needs
prosecutor) do not understand.
the police to protect him. They may save his
2. The judge owes the defendant’s lawyer
life. There are lots of ex-criminals in the county
something. The lawyers and the judge all that would like to kill him.
know each other and have opinions, grudgIn a courtroom trial, there is only one impartial
es, and obligations with each other.
3. The defense lawyer or the defendant may participant. That is the jury.
be in a position to help the judge’s career if
he wins.
This is particularly true if the defendant holds a
relevant government job.
Consider the case of the killing of Sean Bell.
He was killed by police on his wedding day. His
bride-to-be received his corpse as a wedding
present. The incident is described in detail at:
Wikipedia - Sean Bell Shooting Incident
“The Sean Bell shooting incident took place in
the New York City borough of Queens on November 25, 2006, in which one Latino and two
African-American men were shot at a total of
fifty times by a team of both plainclothes and
undercover NYPD officers (two of whom were
themselves African-American), killing one of
the men, Sean Bell, on the morning of his wedding day, and severely wounding two of his
friends.[1] The incident sparked fierce criticism of the police from some members of
the public and drew comparisons to the 1999
killing of Amadou Diallo.[2] Three of the five
detectives involved in the shooting went to trial

Julian Heicklen is a retired Chemistry Professor from Penn State University. He has been a
libertarian activists for many years, has spent
countless hours on the steps of court buildings
handing out FIJA (Fully Informed Jury Association) information, as well as being an advocate
for marijuana legalization. He has been arrested and incarcerated many, many times for his
efforts to educate the public of government corruption, and fled to Israel on May 22nd, 2012 as
a political exile and was granted Israeli citizenship at customs. Visit his webpage at TyrranyFighters.Com and Facebook.
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Non-Aggression, Civil War, Revolution or Tyranny;
Be Free Peacefully
By Jesse Matthewson
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In 1776 what is now known
as the American Revolution, or
War of Independence, was officially declared. Fortunately, the
men who decided to place their
names upon the Declaration of
Independence were successful in their endeavors to become free of Great
Britain’s direct rule. The Highland Scots who
immigrated to North Carolina and surrounding
locations were not so successful when they attempted to do the same thing at least twice before.
The signers of the Declaration knew they would
die horrible deaths if they lost this gamble. One
item of note; the infamous co-author (and initial
instigator) of the Constitution, Alexander Hamilton, did not sign the Declaration of Independence. He was an Anglophile, and desired what
all those who joined his Federalist party early
on desired, which was control of the working
classes by the ruling class, or a monarchy under the guise of a “free” democratic/republic. I
bring this up because, many of those who later grasped control of the fledgling nation and
turned it into the socialist empire we have today
did not risk themselves, but rode in on the backs
of others.*

ignore the decades of talks, tax reforms, added
tariffs and mistreatments by the northern states
against the southern states. These same historians also forget that slavery was gone in the south
before it was in the north. In fact, almost two
decades after the War of Northern Aggression
ended, slaves were still held in several northern
states. They also tend to misinterpret or reinterpret Lincoln’s various speeches and letters and
not show the public the letters where he makes
clear his goal for a single state.
So how does all of this fit into what we see today? Taxes. The same reason the revolution was
fought, and that the war of northern aggression
was fought, and why so many people are so distraught now. Some have the idea that voting will
effect change, and yet, throughout history voting has never actually effected change other than
to further tighten the bonds of the state. Why,
some may ask, must we change anything? After
all we have a house, two cars and 2.5 children.
If we pay our taxes and follow the law we are
left alone. This is the reasoning of much of the
general public. And yet, every day more people
are arrested for the terrible crime of using drugs
declared ‘bad’ by the state. Houses, cars, and
more are seized for failure to pay taxes.
As a voluntaryist, it is my personal opinion that,
we should take individual responsibility, that
our decisions regarding our bodies as long as
those decisions do not directly harm another
human should be left to us, individually. As of
the Department of Justice finalized its report
for 2009, over 5.2 million people in the United
States are in the system, either in prison or on
probation, for felony crimes. Of those millions
well over half are there for non-violent offences
like smoking some weed, charging for the use
of their bodies, or for the terrible crime of being
unable to or failing to allow the state to collect
its due from them in the form of taxation.

In 1861 the Civil War was initiated, and even
though the original goal of the Southern States
was a peaceful secession, Abraham Lincoln decided that it was necessary to ensure complete
financial domination of North America and opted to lie, going against his inaugural address
and declaring war upon the Southern States. It
is true, the South fired upon Fort Sumter, however, if Lincoln had followed through with original promises that Fort Sumter would have been
vacated by Union troops at that time. This war
was fought for the exact same reasons the Revolutionary War was fought. The significant difference is that the South lost this war, and Lincoln was lauded a hero by those who enjoyed Without the state and its restrictions, crime
the idea of an American monarchy in the guise would be a vanishingly small percentage of
of democracy.
what it is now. Without the states intervention
hundreds of thousands of people who have died
Modern historians often tout the traitorous liar as a result of “legal” drugs allowed and pushed
Lincoln’s own words regarding slavery as be- by the Federal Drug and Food Administration
ing the cause, however, all of those historians
Continues on Page 40
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would be alive. The tens of thousands of people murdered as a result of the ‘drug war’ (an
oxymoron – wars are fought against people, not
drugs) currently being fought, none would have
died over the past couple of years. The cartels
that exist now, which are reminiscent of the organized crime families of the roaring 20′s and
bloody 30′s, would not exist. There would be no
need for their existence. In addition the numerous wars being fought around the globe would
not be occurring and the terrible terrorists that
threaten our “freedom” would no longer have a
reason to want us dead. The countless millions
murdered as a result of these wars for political
and monetary gain would not have perished.

way to gain freedom and liberty from the state
that many of us detest is to simply opt out from
all voluntary support of the state.
So this November, instead of voting in 2012, opt
out, take this giant and uncomfortable step and
simply stay home. Instead of filling our houses
with non-stop political attack ads and propaganda from those we have previously voted for or
against, stop. Turn the television off. Go outside and throw a ball with your children, take up
gardening, go join a local neighborhood watch
group, or learn a new skill. Pick up a book, but
instead of reading the latest and greatest novel,
read an autobiography or collection of letters
from a favorite person in history. Read a book
on building something you have never built,
and then build that thing. Be free, take charge of
your own life, and shed the shackles of the state
in the process of gaining knowledge.

What is the answer?
For me it is putting into
action the tenets of the
Non-Aggression Principle, which states, “Do
not seek to harm others Free the mind and the body will follow
for personal gain.”
*Alexander Hamilton was Washington’s aideInstead of voting and thereby giving my non- de-camp and, as such, was never truly at risk of
verbal consent for the murder and incarceration death or combat. History has shown Washington
of so many who have never hurt another human to be a pitiful general at best, though modern
being with intent, I use my time to interact with revisionist historians record him as a brilliant
my neighbors. I frequent the farmers markets man. He was no better than a modern senator,
and yard sales and show others that by working riding to victory on other backs and other vicwith our neighbors we can in fact have a better tories. He was a politician, as was Hamilton. If
community and, as a direct result, a better life. It not for Burr’s marvelously timed and wonderappears to me that instead of freedom, what vot- fully placed shot, Hamilton may have actually
ers really desire is freedom from liberty. They become president.
do not want to have to take personal responsibility for their actions and to do the work of in- Reposted from ZeroGov.Com
teracting with their neighbors for mutual gain.
As a voluntaryist it is Jesse's firm belief that we
Those of us who believe that what is occurring should all be better students in life. His education
is wrong and actively seek to right those wrongs is both accredited and auto-didactic and spans
can do so by simply living lives that reflect what American History through Modern Criminal Juswe believe. It is not an easy road. In fact it is tice; allowing his philosophy to be fluid, so quesquite difficult at times. But those who truly de- tion, criticize and above all exercise your intellect.
sire freedom, i.e. individual sovereignty, no tax- His articles are posted on ZeroGov.Com. You can
ation, mutually agreeable interactions, must un- email Jesse at jesse.mathewson@hotmail.com
derstand that they cannot have it when the state
controls their every decision, action, and even
Make a Comment • Email Link
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their ideas. In the end the only truly beneficial
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Sustainable Green Solutions
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Eco Built Systems is a manufacturer of Domes are structurally much stronger than conmodular sustainable dome homes, green building materials and bio-friendly aquaponics systems. The company specializes in producing
modular green buildings designed for affordability, efficiency, disaster resistancy, and rapid
assembly. Our proprietary products are made
of high performance green building materials,
derived from as many natural, renewable and
recycled resources as possible. Our designs utilize cutting edge green building systems made
of non-toxic materials.
Eco Built Dome Homes "Sustainable
Domes" is our sustainable homes division
dedicated to providing efficient, affordable,
modular, disaster resistant housing units
and dome homes. These structures are prefabricated using 100% non-toxic building
materials and are designed for permanent
installation. Dwellings can also be utilized
for temporary housing as “transitional shelters” in disaster response.
Eco Built Materials is our green building
materials division committed to providing
natural composite materials for the global
green building sector. Eco Built SIPs and
Eco Built MgO Boards (dry-wall alternative) incorporate mineral based building materials including Magnesium Oxide (MgO)
and a volcanic rock called basalt mixed
with natural structural fiber reinforcements
of petrified sawdust and coconut fiber.
Eco Built Aquaponics Systems is our organic gardening division devoted to providing turn key agricultural systems for “aquaponic” farming. We have incorporated
permaculture principles with the latest technologies and innovations to design a system that has the highest yields, stacks many
functions, and is the most space and energy
efficient as possible. These systems include
aeroponics and hydroponics for growing
plants in a vertical column, fish tanks, sump
tank, de-gasser, all pumps, pipes, and facets along with additional options such as
worm bins. The Aquaponic Systems come
in all sizes starting from a small apartment
to very large commercial systems. We also
manufacture dome greenhouses with sizes
starting with 12 foot domes to 1 acre commercial dome hoophouse systems.

ventional wood and mortar built box structures.
Sustainable Domes are made from natural materials, create less waste and have reduced construction times; thus, making them safer and
more cost effective than traditional structures.
They are prefabricated, shipped to the site and
assembled quickly. In addition, domes use less
energy to heat and cool than conventional structures and offer a more spacious feeling than the
common square box. Even more benefits include eliminating corners; therefore, contributing to improved air circulation, increased natural lighting and resistance to disasters.
Sustainable Domes Walkthrough (Video):

Green Society Sustainable Domes (Video):

Eco Built Homes are the safest homes on the
market. They do not rot, rust, mold or burn. EBS
Homes are highly resistant to natural disasters
such as flooding, earthquakes, tornadoes, and
hurricanes. They are manufactured in a controlled environment making them more precise
and cost effective than site built homes. Eco
Built Homes offer 100% non-toxic, “breathable” materials that provide good thermal insulation and indoor air quality.
Continues on Page 42
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Eco Built Systems materials are fabricated from
abundant resources found in nature and require
far less processing and long-term maintenance
than traditional building materials. We strive to
protect the families that live in them while preserving the planet we live on.

Benefits of an Eco Built Home
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Affordable Green Housing
Disaster Resistance
Reduced Construction Waste
Rapid Assembly On-Site
Built with 100% Non-toxic Materials
High Resistance to Fire, Moisture, Mold and
Insects
Longer Life Cycle than Conventional Homes
Minimal Long Term Maintenance
Highly Energy Efficient
Low Environmental Impact
A “Healthy Home” with High Indoor Air
Quality
On-site Production of Organic Food
Integration with Water Harvesting and Filtration
Integration with Renewable Energy Technologies
Potential Temporary Shelter for Disaster Response

Eco Building Materals

Bio-friendly Green Building Materials
Eco Built Systems manufactures high performance green building products for the residential, commercial, and governmental green
building sectors. We utilize natural mineral
composites like Magnesium Oxide to produce
prefabricated based SIPs and Boards. Eco Built
Systems materials are highly resistant to damage by mold, fire, moisture and shrinkage.
Green Building Composites are made of ancient natural mineral blends with a Magnesium
Oxide (MgO) binder. Today, similar blends are
found in historic structures like the Greek Parthenon, The Taj Mahal and The Great Wall of
China. Eco Built Systems produces green building composites for use in our Eco Built Homes.
Our company also provide OEM services, using
our proprietary materials, to green builders and
sustainable developers around the World.

Eco Built SIP Panel
The Eco Built SIP is a 100% non-toxic, “breathable” and “bio-friendly” SIP (Structural Insulated Panel) for the global green building industry. Our SIPs are made of Magnesium Oxide
(MGO) ceramic cement board, reinforced with
basalt and glass structural fibers and insulated
with non-toxic mineral foam. SIPs can be prefabricated to “spec” and are designed for strong
resistance to damage from mold, fire, moisture
and shrinkage.

Sustainable Domes are designed to obtain the
same benefits as Modular Housing through
eliminating the headaches and potential pitfalls
of the site built process. Our products are less or
comparable in cost to Manufactured Homes and
far more superior allowing you and your family
the opportunity to live in an environment that Eco Built SIPs utilize proprietary mineral
supports your health and well-being.
blends that allow “breath-ability” while providing strong thermal performance comparable to
industry standards. Our SIPs use no OSB, no
formaldehyde's, no urethane's, no glues, no EPS
or XPS foams and contain no VOCs or CFCs.

Continues on Page 43
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Eco Built Aquaponics Systems

"Organic Aquaponics systems built Bio-Friendly"
Welcome to "Aquaponics": the combination of
Aquaculture (culture of fish) and Hydroponics
(culture of plants without soil) integrated into
a single agricultural system that works in many
climates. Eco Built Aquaponics is Organic gardening designed to produce fish and grow plants
in an integrated prefab system that does not require fertile soil, reduces labor and provides a
high standard of food that is incredibly sustainable! Aquaponics is one of the most sustainable
and productive farming systems in the world
and is becoming the fastest growing trend in organic agriculture.

Eco Built Magnesium Oxide
(MgO) boards
Magnesium Oxide (MgO) provides high resistance to mold, mildew, insects and fire. MgO has
been used in North Asia and the Middle East for
decades and is currently popularizing in America. MgO boards are used in similar applications
as gypsum and portland cement sheets. Uses include: Fire walls, partitions, structural sheathings, backer board, facings for structural panels,
curtain walls, ceiling covers and substrates for
various coatings. Structurally, they are used as
bracing for walls and semi-structurally as underlay for flooring. Finally, MgO boards are impact
resistant making them ideal for damage-prone
areas and provide excellent resistance to molds
making them ideal for wet climates like South
East Asia.
Eco Built MgO Board is the world’s 1st Magnesium Oxide (MgO) board reinforced with natural structural fibers that provides structural integrity with mold and fire resistance. Eco Built
Systems designs the MgO board for use in its’
Eco Built Homes and Eco Built SIPs; however,
the company also provides spec manufacturing
of its' green building materials to developers
and builders in the ASEAN real estate market.
Board Thicknesses include: ¼”-2”. Standard
wall sizes include: 4x8, 4x9, 4x10 and 4x12.
* Original Equipment Manufacturing (OEM)
services are available in the ASEAN region for
custom sizing and performance standards suitable to IRC & IBC. Please call or email Eco
Built Systems for pricing.

Eco Built Aquaponics are prefab systems that
provide turn key solutions for sustainable production of organic food and aquatic life. Our
Aquaponics tanks are built using the most nontoxic and bio-compatible materials available.
Purity is key to creating a holistic eco system
for beneficial bacterias to flourish. Once you
establish a proper balance of bacteria, reproduction of fish will increase, when fish flourish
their waste provides a natural fertilizer which
supports the rapid growth of organic vegetables.
The fish and organic plant foods have a symbiotic relationship providing mutually beneficial
optimal growth.

With an Eco Built Aquaponics System you can
grow mineral dense green leafy vegetables, organic fruits, fish and shrimp free of heavy metals
and toxic pollutants. Systems also produce secondary agricultural products (dried super-foods,
earth worms, compost tea, bio-fuels, etc.) that
can be sold, traded or used for in-ground farming. Aquaponics empowers farmers to produce
an abundance of local organic food using 98%
less water than conventional farming methods
while producing 10Xs more output in the same
amount of space and time.

Benefits of Aquaponics Include
•
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Up to 10X more food production in the same
amount of space and time!
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•
•
•

•
•

•

•
•

•

•
•

•

Use up to 75% less energy than almost any
other farming method!
Use up to 98% less water than conventional
farming methods!
100% free of chemical fertilizers, pesticides,
herbicides, fungicides and other toxic chemicals!
Require approximately 1/2 the labor of almost all other food production methods!
Virtual elimination of weeds, pests, diseases,
viruses and pathogens for both aquatic and
plant life alike!
Applicable in almost any climate and can be
made in almost any size, ranging from desk
top systems to larger scale commercial scale
farming operations!
Save time, money and labor through all stages of production!
No soil is required in Aquaponics which enables otherwise “undesirable sites” to be used
for producing fish, shrimp, muscles, organic
vegetables and more!
Many useful by-products are created in our
systems that can be used to produce other
crops, fruit trees, soils, biofuels and renewable energy!
Systems are applicable in Urban, Suburban
and Rural settings!
Designed for installation in Green Houses
and Sustainable Domes enabling year round
farming in almost any climate!
Systems can also be used for “restorative
farming” of local endangered populations of
fish, muscles, shrimp and plant life!

abandoned commercial sites and even roof tops
for high yield agricultural production. Further,
aquaponic farming provides a secure environment for re-establishing local populations of
endangered fish, muscles, shrimps; as well as,
native flora and fauna. Organicaponic systems
provide a modular unit(s) for restorative farming in almost any climate in the world.

Eco Built Systems CO. LTD provides green
homes (both modular and permanent), green
building materials and organic agricultural systems to the global green building and sustainable community marketplaces. Our international sales and marketing department headquarters
are located in Tokyo, Japan, with affiliated offices in Thailand, Los Angeles, Toronto, Iceland, and Hong Kong. Currently, EBS's manufacturing operations are in Thailand and we are
expanding to many other countries by the end of
this year.

The manufacturing operations are housed in
a 40,000 sq ft factory. EBS has contracts with
ISO certified partners to provide engineering
Restorative Farming
and quality control services for the production
Science estimate that soils contain approximate- of Eco Built Systems proprietary products.
ly 75% of the carbon pool on land — three times
more than the amount stored in living plants and
animals. Science further estimates that the top
1" of healthy soil (“top soil”) spread over one
acre of land can sequester the same amount of
carbon annually as a healthy forest of the same
size. Current crop and range lands lose approximately four tons of topsoil every year for every
person alive due to mono-cropping and subsidized agriculture. That's twenty one gigatons of Sustainable Product Lines: Eco Built Systems
soil washed or blown out to the sea and lost for focuses on utilizing the most advanced natural
use on land; thus, releasing vast amounts of car- building materials together with the most cutbon in the process. (New Scientist, December ting-edge technologies available for the production of our proprietary products. Eco Built Sys2006)
tems product lines include enviromental friendly
Growing food in closed-loop systems that re- and green modular housing, eco building matequires no soil and 98% less water allows time to rials and organic food production systems.
restore soil and water flows outside the system.
Reintroducting fertile soil organisms and clean
water into damaged and depleted landscapes
aids in the restoration of the top soil, groundwater and natural capital; in addition, restoring
top soil deposits offsets greenhouse gases by
sequestering Carbon Dioxide from the atmosphere. This is one of the practices used today
in horticulture known as "Carbon Farming".

Our Experience: Eco Built Systems is committed to supplying the market with products that
are "truly" green as well as the most progressive
green technologies. We take pride in our team of
experts and professionals whom are devoted to
fulfilling this mission. EBS's board of directors
is comprised of a team of dynamic, qualified,
and well-rounded individuals whom are leaders
in the sustainable movement.

The ability to use land considered "undesirable"
by conventional farming gives Aquaponic farm- For more information, visit EcoBuiltSystems.
ers the added benefit of access to cheap lands and Com and GreenSociety.Co
lease agreements. Aquaponics monetizes otherMake a Comment • Email Link
Send Letter to Editor • Save Link
wise unused spaces such as fill, gravel, concrete,
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Libertarians Should Not Shy Away From
the Truth About 9/11
By Art Olivier
Make a Comment • Email Link • Send Letter to Editor • Save Link

Discussing foreign policy at Case Western University during the 2000 presidential campaign, I said, “It
is not a question of if America would suffer a major
terrorist attack because of
our intervention in foreign
affairs, but when we would be hit.” So when I
first heard the slogan after 9/11 “they hate us for
our freedom” it sounded absurd. To many Libertarians, Harry Browne and myself included,
“they” hated us for our aggressive interventionist foreign policy.
But if “they” did hate us for our freedom, it
seems that “they” have been successful in taking it away. Every time we go through a TSA
checkpoint, we are reminded that this country
is less free today than it was eleven years ago.
Government can now conduct secret searches
and wiretaps in our homes without showing
“probable cause,” and we can be jailed indefinitely without a formal charge
and without the right to confront
the witnesses or evidence against
us. And it seems that “they” have
gotten us into endless wars.
How were “they” able to take
away our freedoms? Before that
question is answered, we need to
know who “they” are. Since explosions were going off in World
Trade Center Building 7 before the
Twin Towers came down, “they”
had to have had access to the building which
housed the IRS, the Secret Service, the CIA, the
Securities and Exchange Commission and the
New York Office of Emergency Management to
place the explosives.

building from the government agencies that are
suppose to protect us.
It has been over a decade since the 9/11 attacks;
it is time to overcome the conflicting emotions
that were stirred up on that tragic day and realize that it was not some guy in a far-away cave
that crashed those airplanes and blew up those
buildings.
The evidence that people in high levels of the
Federal government planned, executed and
are continuing to cover-up the 9/11 attacks is
overwhelming. There are eyewitnesses, whistleblowers, pictures, videos and scientific evidence. The only thing missing, and this is what
many people have had a hard time accepting,
is media coverage of the evidence. For me, it
was not that difficult to understand how the corrupt the media can be as I witnessed it first hand
when I was the mayor. The local papers would
routinely put out misleading hit-pieces on me
to benefit my corrupt political opponents and
would not report on their crooked
deals.
This is not the first time in American history that the American
people were tricked into going to
war. Emotions were stirred before
WWI when the Germans sunk a
passenger ocean liner and again
before WWII by a sneak attack by
the Japanese.
It took generations for the proof to
be uncovered. In 2008, divers found out that the
Lusitania’s hull was packed full of ammunition
in route to England. In 1995, the Eight Action
Memo to get the Japanese to bomb Pearl Harbor
was discovered. Fortunately, we do not have to
wait generations to find out the truth about 9/11.

Surely Muslim terrorists did not have access to
place the explosives in such a sensitive build- Some people that have watched the destruction
ing, nor are they enforcing the USA Patriot Act. of the 47-story Building 7 surmise that they do
“They” had to have had permission to enter the
Continues on Page 46
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not have the technical knowledge to determine
whether or not a modern skyscraper can collapse
into its own footprint at freefall speed because
of an office fire. For them, I suggest that they
look at the crash site of Flight 93 in Shanksville,
PA.

would naturally be attracted to the Libertarian
Party if we spoke the truth about 9/11.
Libertarians should never shy away from the
truth. A political party without principal is just
another tool of the Establishment.

Local reporters walked the crash site on 9/11
and reported, “there was nothing, nothing that
you could distinguish that a plane had crashed
there.” The official story is that a Boeing 757
buried most of itself under the ground, not even
disturbing some on the weeds above it, while
other parts bounced up and landed miles away,
leaving no debris on the surface of the crash site.

Former Libertarian Vice-Presidential Candidate,
Art Olivier has turned filmmaker. Not straying
far from his political roots, which also include a
California governor run and a stint as Mayor of
Bellflower, Art’s first feature film is a political
thriller. OPERATION TERROR, the 9/11 story
you are not supposed to know, was both written and produced by Mr. Olivier. For director,
Art chose an award-winning political documenDon’t take my word for it, or anyone’s word; tary filmmaker who’s credits include FOLLOW
there is so much misinformation regarding THE LEADER starring then President George
9/11, look at the evidence yourself. If you see a W. Bush and other notable republicans.
47-story building destroyed by fire and you see
a 757 in that field in Shanksville, clearly I am Art’s freshman film has already garnered one
mistaken. But if you see a controlled demolition award, inclusions in 4 prestigious film festivals,
and an empty field, it is incumbent of you and and a glowing review by the legendary G. Edevery Libertarian to research the facts and to tell ward Griffin of “Creature from Jekyll Island”
the truth to others of what you know about what fame! Griffin noted: “Operation Terror is a top
did and did not happen on September 11, 2001. quality drama that is both entertaining and disturbing. It tells the story of what many believe
There are some members of the party that argue really happened on 9/11. Perhaps we will never
that we will be subject to ridicule from those know if this fictional scenario is true, but it anthat are committed to the government’s story swers far more questions than the official verabout 9/11. Our founding fathers pledged their sion of that event, and it has the aura of truth
lives to give us this republic; we should be able about it.”
to withstand some name-calling to keep it. The
LP cannot effectively oppose the wars and our Operation Terror was released September 11th,
loss of liberty and at the same time ignore the 2012 (click here to purchase DVD or download).
catalyst for those actions.
There are millions of Americans that know 9/11
was an inside job. They clearly understand that
big government does not benefit the governed.
Many of these people are politically active and

Art Olivier was the Mayor of Bellflower, CA from 1998-99. In
2000, he was the Libertarian VP Candidate and in 2006, he
was the Libertarian Candidate for Governor of California.
He is the Writer/Producer of Operation Terror
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Will Defecting From the GOP Help Ron Paul’s
Supporters Take It Over?
By Robin Koerner
Make a Comment • Email Link • Send Letter to Editor • Save Link

Over the last year, many
of Paul’s supporters have
claimed that the GOP
can’t win without them.
That’s either a threat or
a promise. As any parent
knows, neither should be

a financial elite that operate under special government license; both parties favor cronies with
well-paid lobbyists; both support a militaristic
foreign policy that leads to loss of innocent life
in countries from which we are not threatened;
both parties have worked hard to eliminate the
first, fourth, fifth and tenth amendments of your
made emptily.
Bill of Rights through, for example, the Patriot
Act, the National Defense Authorization Act
Following all of the shenanigans against them and FinCEN (look it up), to name just a few.
throughout the primary season, and the RNC’s
decision in Tampa to alienate them completely, The duopoly has for decades ensured that when
Paul’s supporters have been considering how to the partisan Elephants and Donkeys agree on an
vote in November.
issue, the people have no way of democratically
acting on their own interests at the ballot box.
Although most of them would like nothing more This used to be the case because it was imposthan to write his name in, they know that in most sible for any third party to receive enough votes
states, such write-in votes would not be count- to influence the outcome of an election or even
ed, so as a statement of principle or protest, they the flavor of politics that would follow it.
would be rather ineffective, however satisfying
they’d be to cast.
But today, things may be different. The liberty movement, two million of whom voted for
Therefore, I recently polled the 13,000-strong Dr. Paul in the Republican primaries, is now a
community of Blue Republicans, all Ron Paul large, politically active and unusually coherent
supporters, to find out for whom they intended political force. Many of its core themes are conto vote for President.
sistent with much of what the Republicans say
they stand for, but have arguably not acted on
An overwhelming 66% said they would be vot- since Eisenhower retired to his farm.
ing for Gary Johnson -- the Libertarian candidate who shall be the only candidate other than Every presidential election since Reagan has
Obama and Romney on the ballot in every state been won by a margin of no more than 8.5%.
(absent yet more GOP mafia tactics). Sixteen That translates to about 11 million votes today.
(16) percent will be writing in Ron Paul, even
though most don’t expect their vote to be count- For all I know, there may well have been 11
ed, and Romney will attract the votes of a negli- million people in this country who would have
gible 6%. (Margin of error +/-4%.)
preferred a more pro-liberty, pro-Constitution,
anti-cronyism, anti-militarism, smaller-governThese results may have serious implications for ment president to the guy who actually won in
November’s election and signal the real possibly all of those elections. Indeed, on the two occaof an exciting shift in the trajectory of American sions a non-establishment candidate, Ross Pepolitics.
rot, campaigned with full media coverage, his
vote exceeded this 8.5% - and that was without
The liberty movement is united in its belief benefiting from an organic and passionate politthat America’s two-party system, rather than a ical movement with a well-defined philosophy.
single party alone has brought America to crisis. Its members understand that those issues of More importantly, right now, millions of Paul’s
agreement between the parties are much more supporters who are against the status quo have
important than are any issues on which they tra- an even deeper revulsion of the party that should
ditionally disagree.
embrace them, the GOP, than of the other party
whose politics are even more antithetical to their
There are myriad examples. Both parties sup- own. The RNC’s disenfranchisement of Paul’s
port a monetary system that systematically supporters have made large numbers of them
moves wealth away from productive earners to
Continues on Page 48
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feel in their gut that the “lesser of two evils”
is really more “evil” than “lesser”, and a vote
for the Republicans would be something like
buying a “thank you” gift for the man who just
burgled your house.

As of now, the obvious beneficiary of such an
outcome would be Rand Paul. Some in the liberty movement have never quite forgiven him
for endorsing Mitt Romney, but that is probably
to mistake a man’s methods for his principles
and to take too lightly the importance of having
Is eleven million impossible? That rather de- an insider for an ally. Politics is a place for prinpends on how many Ron Paul supporters there ciples -- not purism.
really are.
Saying Rand isn’t broadly pro-liberty because
Despite the fact that a significant minority of he endorsed Romney is like saying Obama isn’t
Paul’s supporters feel that differences between broadly progressive because he has not collectheir man and Johnson are show-stoppers, a tivized farms. To both claims, the appropriate
large showing for Johnson could have some of response is simply, “Look at everything else
the significant practical effects that they have he’s done.” And most importantly, in supporting
been seeking all along.
Romney, Rand kept a promise he made when he
ran for Senate in Kentucky. That promise won
First, it would help expand the liberty move- him the support of the party that put him in the
ment’s rEVOLution by getting it televised -- at Senate, where, among other things, he defeated
least, as a discussed statistic on the news shows legislation that would have enabled the indefion election night. That’s important because the nite detention of Americans found innocent in
rest of the country is awaiting proof that the lib- a court of Law. Keeping one’s word is justifierty movement has the size and the wherewithal cation for anything that does no harm. When it
to impose itself on the mainstream.
does good, all the better.
No revolution in a country with such a dispersed
population as the USA will likely be successful
without being televised: because the beaming of
a thing into every living room is the only way
the people who are sitting in those living rooms
-- its non-participants -- will really believe it’s
happening. A political or cultural revolution
changes a society only if it is visible and dramatic, for then people find that their old ideas
no longer enable them to make sense of what is
happening around them or, at least, make them
curious enough to see what all the fuss is about.
A large Johnson vote beamed into American
homes on 6 Nov. may do more to get people
Googling his views and seriously considering the possibility of something other than the
two-party system than any campaign ads he can
make or money he can spend. And if his vote
exceeds the margin of victory of the winner, and
the pundits point out that Ron Paul’s following
is mostly responsible, the Paulites will have
ceased to be politically marginal, by definition.
Second, a large Johnson swing could hugely
boost Ron Paul’s supporters in realizing one of
their greatest political ambitions -- a takeover of
the GOP. Ron Paul has said - and proven in the
last year -- that the weakness of our democracy
is such that working within a Republicrat party
allows people to have a much larger platform
and affect many more minds. If Gary Johnson
does really well as a third-party candidate in
November, it will likely be because Ron Paul
didn’t run as one.

But the ultimate justification for Rand’s approach would of course come be his presence
on the inside when the party realizes it needs
a liberty-focused Constitutionalist to lead its
makeover after a few months of pondering defeat.
Very Sun-Tzu: “He who is prudent and lies in
wait for an enemy who is not, will be victorious.”
If not Rand, then others: politicians support
what is becoming more popular so that they
may become more popular. If a large turn-out
for Gary Johnson reveals that that civil rights
are growing in popularity with the speed that
the main parties are losing theirs, then all those
peace-loving liberty fans who have worked so
valiantly to take over positions in their county and state GOP may find that in a few years
they’ll be able to vote for someone in their own
party with a completely clear conscience.
And that would be a rEVOLution, indeed.
Reprinted from Huffington Post

Robin Koerner is a 30-something British permanent resident of the USA and Founder/Publisher of WatchingAmerica.Com. Watching
America is a website that publishes translated
foreign articles from foreign newspapers into
English. It was launched in 2005 and founded
by Robin Koerner. Watching America states its
goal is "to reflect as accurately as possible how
others perceive the richest and most powerful
A Romney loss in November by less than the country in the world. Follow Robin Koerner on
Johnson vote could force the GOPowers-that- Twitter: www.twitter.com/rkoerner
be to consider a leader in 2016 who is credible
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with Constitutional voters who like their indiSend Letter to Editor • Save Link
vidual liberties.
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Dr. Mercola Attacked by Biotech Bullies
By Dr. Mercola
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"Whoever... knowingly uses, affixes, or impresses any such fraudulently made, forged,
counterfeited, mutilated, or altered seal or
facsimile thereof to or upon any certificate,
instrument, commission, document, or paper of any description... shall be fined under this title, or imprisoned not more than 5
years, or both."

We all know that labeling genetically engineered
foods is a common sense
right that is enjoyed by
over 50 other countries, including China, India, and
Russia.
But for Americans, that right has been taken
away from us. The chemical companies and the
junk food companies have done everything possible to hide the truth from Americans for the
sake of their profits.

The letter also provides evidence that the
'No on 37' campaign falsely attributed a direct quote to the FDA in the campaign mailer. The quoted attribution, which appears
below, is entirely false and fabricated. The
FDA did not make this statement and does
not take a position on Prop 37."

I knew going into this battle, that it would be a
significant challenge and risk to me personally.
You see, when you fight against major chemical
companies like Monsanto, you're sure to get a
little dirty along the way.

The processed food and chemical companies Other unethical transgressions employed to conhave paid over $40 million to hide the science fuse voters who are still on the fence include:
experiment that has secretly ended up on the dinner plates of hundreds of millions of unknowing • The repeated misrepresentation of their lead
Americans. These multinational corporations
spokesman, the long-time front man for the
are worried, and will do anything to keep you
tobacco industry, Dr. Miller. In campaign adin the dark.
vertisements, Dr. Miller has been presented
as being affiliated with Stanford UniversiKeep in mind that the top six funders of "No on
ty, when in fact he has NO such affiliation.
37" are also the six largest pesticide companies
The misrepresentation is in direct violation
in the world! That alone should tell you that
of the University's policy, and when Stantheir stance has nothing to do with your health
ford learned about the false use of its name,
and well-being.
they demanded that the 'No on 37' campaign
change the ad.
This was just one of the ads that Monsanto & • According to the Academy of Nutrition and
company have been sending voters to discredit
Dietetics (the world's largest organization for
me with lies. This is no surprise, considering
food and nutrition professionals), No on 37
how many people - inlcuding farmers, Monsanmisled the public about the Academy's stance
to has attacked in the past.
on genetically engineered foods in the Secretary of State's Official California Voter Information Guide. The press release2issued by
the Academy reads in part:
"...the California Official Voter Information Guide regarding Proposition 37... inaccurately states that the Academy 'has
concluded that biotech foods are safe.'
The statement is false... We are concerned
that California voters are being misled...
Voters need accurate information in order to make an informed choice."
Fuzzy Logic Used to Confuse You on the Basic Issues

False Claims and Misrepresentations Used to
Mislead Voters
The anti-choice campaign likes to claim that
Prop 37 was written by trial lawyers in order
The "No on 37" campaign has been caught mis- to hit small grocers and growers with lawsuits.
informing voters again and again over the past The truth is that the "Yes on Prop 37" is a grassseveral months. For example, on October 18, roots effort, started by a concerned California
the "California Right to Know Yes on 37" cam- grandmother who saw that there was no way of
paign requested the U.S. Department of Justice avoiding genetically engineered foods even if
conduct a criminal investigation of the "No on we wanted to, since they didn't have to be la37" campaign "for possible fraudulent misuse of beled.
the official seal of the U.S. Food and Drug Administration." According to the press release:1 The labeling campaign is about having the right
to know what's in your food – just like you're
"The Justice Department should investigate informed about the nutritional content, and the
this fraudulent dirty trick perpetrated by the presence of peanuts (important for those with
'No on 37' campaign," said Gary Ruskin,
allergies) and other food additives. Whether gecampaign manager of 'California Right to
netically engineered ingredients are good or bad
Know Yes on 37'. "They are running a cam- for your health is really beside the point. Asparpaign of lies, deceit and trickery, and some
tame is not good for you, yet it's on the label,
of it may be criminal."
and people have the right to consume it as they
please. That's all this is about – just state what it
The 'No on 37' campaign affixed the FDA's is on the label.
seal to one of the campaign's mailers. Sec2
Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Press release October 8,
2012
tion 506 of the U.S. Criminal Code states:
Continues on Page 50
1
CArighttoknow.org October 18, 2012
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The Monsanto campaign claims Prop 37 is
"anti-science" and would ban safe foods. This
is nonsense, as Prop 37 doesn't ban anything.
It simply requires the label to state whether the
food contains genetically engineered ingredients or not. You're still free to sell it and buy it.

So now is the time for the final push to win the
Right To Know Genetically Engineered Foods
by simply labeling them like over 50 other
countries around the world including Russia
and China.

We need to reach many Americans who don't
The only thing it prohibits is the mislabeling know these genetically engineered foods have
of GE foods as "all natural," a term that many been introduced into our food supply.
tend to associate with more organic standards
– which GE crops cannot comply with. You're Our message is simple, just like Prop 37. A few
currently paying a premium for "all-natural" words on a label to inform consumers if prodfoods that actually use GE ingredients, thinking ucts contain genetically engineered ingredients.
you're getting something better than conven- Let's allow consumers to decide, and not the
tional! THAT'S hurting your wallet. Accurately chemical companies or junk food industry.
labeling these foods will not.
As for their argument that genetically engineered
foods have been around for many years without health problems, this is another nonsensical
claim, as there's no way of tracing any potential
health problems back to the food without labelling! The potential truthfulness of their claim in
fact hinges on GE foods remaining unlabeled.
Without labeling there's simply no way to know,
because there's no way to track or trace side effects like people can now do with aspartame, or
any other food allergy.
It's "Do or Die" Time...
While these chemical companies claim their genetically engineered seeds will one day feed the
world, they lie to us and create massive amounts
of patented genetically engineered sugar beets,
soy, and corn for high fructose corn syrup.
These crops are not fit to feed cattle, much less
humans. How can anyone ignore the fact these
companies are producing products that are devastating human health while monopolizing our
entire agriculture and food system?
The junk food grocery association has indicated
Prop 37 is their #1 initiative to stop, and they
are spending tens of millions to prove it. You'd
think if they would be using genetically engineered foods to save the starving people around
the world, labeling them should be a great way
to advertise. So why do they want to prevent
labeling genetically engineered foods so badly?

If you live outside of
The LA Times has just reported the "Yes On 37" the United States, you can still donate! For Incampaign still narrowly leads in the polls 44 ternational Donations, please call (218) 3537651!
percent to 42 percent.
We are at the crossroads and a win is within
reach, but we cannot ignore the fact these chemical companies are buying votes with tens of
millions of dollars by spreading lies.
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state tax forms are used for party donations administered by the State Treasurer.
Libertarian Candidates take advantage of this
every election. My good friend Marc Victor
gained access to the General Election ballot for
Arizona's U.S. Senate race by getting more than
the 130+ write in votes needed in our "Party Primary" (aka government subsidized party elecPublisher: The back story is this.... The
tion) just this past August of 2012.
3rd hour of our daily radio show on Weds. Oct.
31st (Zak Carter) http://www.freedomsphoI'm certain that the incumbents would love the
enix.com/Media/121748-2012-10-31-10-31idea of difficult access to the Primary Election
12-zak-carter-mp3-video-loaded.htm and the
for individual candidates but this is Sooooooo
2nd hour on Friday the 2nd of Nov. (Christinot the point. Does the initiative provide for
na Tobin) http://www.freedomsphoenix.com/
equal treatment under the law for an individual
Media/121877-2012-11-02-11-02-12-daviseeking public office?... irregardless of their pribarker-christina-tobin-seth-king-mp3.htm was
vate club membership?
with www.FreeandEqual.org about their second
nationally televised POTUS debate between
It's below for you to read and decide for yourthe Libertarian and Green Party candidates this
self. I was asked for my views on the issue by
coming Monday and the most recent 3rd Party
the backers and the lawyers for this initiative
debate that was co-moderated by Larry King &
before its filling and was able to express myself
Christina Tobin.
fully.
FreeandEqual have also made presentations in
Arizona (including the Goldwater Institute) regarding the 'Top Two' Election Law change proposed in Prop 121 on the ballot here in Arizona. When we went to the Arizona Secretary of
State's page to review the PDF of the document
listed on the government's site it sent us to an
error page while the other ballot measures were
available. TYPICAL!!!!!

A presentation was made before the Arizona
Breakfast Club and the issue was hotly debated.
I refused to get involved but its looks like they
addressed my concerns and drafted a document
that definitely has scared the Party Welfare recipients.
The constitutional requirements of election law
is not the protection of collective (Party) rights,
but the protection of individual rights. Equal
treatment under the law is required. It is also
important to understand that associational rights
be protected as well. My first reading of this law
left me with the feeling that this was a balanced
and CONSTITUTIONAL effort that should be
read by any voter.

Conspiracy?... Don't know, and don't care. I
hate elections for too many reasons to count,
but the first time I actually go to the Department
of Government that is responsible for making
this information available I am immediately reminded of why I no longer Vote (doesn't stop us
from running for office and pointing out such
failings... in fact it is just such events that motivate our selective participation in this corrupt
Which makes the Arizona Secretary of State's
and defective process)
'error' all the more _motivating_ for me to bring
attention to business as usual.
The gentleman that answered the phone seemed
concerned and helpful and promised to check
Still Voting?
into the problem right away and get back to me
with a solution. He also pointed out another porI have avoided the 'official' election process as
tion of the site where the information can be acmuch as possible because almost every expericessed (though not the place most would look).
ence reminds me of all of the frustrations that
have accumulated over the past 20 years... and
In Arizona most of the votes have already been
the one time I do look for information that I
cast via early/mail-in votes and for the Ballot
know is promised voters I get this experience
Information to not be available just brings deto add to my pile.... I almost made it. With only
cades of these experiences immediately to the
one week to go I dared to seek information from
surface for me.
the government and got a fresh reminder of why
I haven't looked for the entire 2012 Election CyFor the first time I have read Proposition 121
cle... Amazing!
(full text below) and I can't find a major flaw. It
creates a level field for the fair and equal treatA proponent of the measure will be on the
ment of individual candidates. The opposition
radio show Tuesday http://www.freedomsto this legislation comes from ALL of the pophoenix.com/Media/121926-2012-11-02-11litical parties. All Political parties have become
06-12-nash-manley-casey-carlson-ted-downdependent on the government to guarantee them
ing-listen.htm (election day) to add his voice to
a place on the General Election ballot for their
the archive on this issue. Ted Downing was a
candidates. Taxpayer resources are also counted
on for free voter databases and even Arizona's
Continues on Page 52
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State Senator (D) from Tucson that worked with
(R) Karen Johnson on election reforms. Mr.
Downing was just published in the main Tucson
paper with his opinions in support of the measure.
The money behind the campaigns in Support
and in Opposition to the measure is of interest to many and in the fullness of time will be
known to all. I have actively made an effort to
stay out of the 2012 election cycle by only supporting others' efforts to support whatever they
find of importance (well,... I did get Marc Victor to run for US Senate... but that was to keep
the definition of libertarianism well defined...
thanks Marc).
On July 3rd of 1991 I challenged 44 Arizona
election laws in federal court and in late 1994
gave Oral Arguments to the 9th Circuit in San
Fransisco... I KNOOOOOW Election Laws.
Election law has been used to eliminate opposition before it even starts for as far back as recorded case history in the United States. I was
warned that my support of Ron Paul with the
LOV3olution would only deceive the next generation into thinking that voting was somehow
going to set them free. I knew better. I countered
with the belief that Generation Next would learn
the same lessons that I did... the system is rigged
rigged rigged in just about every possible way
that it can be, and at every level.
I bring attention to this initiative for one reason,
cui bono.
Who/What benefits from its passage and Who/
What benefits from its defeat?
Since the filing of the initiative I have been
pressed from all sides for my active participation in campaigns and in law suits from both
sides... at very high levels. And what was obvious to me immediately was the defense of
Political Welfare. I'm sure that the proponents
of the measure will find some way to reap rewards at the expense of their neighbors... or not.
But the support of taxpayer funded advantages
to party/club membership has had a very bad
track record in human history. I can only fear
that the Libertarian Party's opposition to Federally Funded Presidential Campaigns will vanish
with the announcement of Gary Johnson's willingness to accept them in 2016. My support of
Rick Tompkin's campaign in 1996 against Harry Browne for the LP nomination was centered
around this single issue and was successful in
stopping the effort (IMNSHO).

We hold that all individuals have the right to
exercise sole dominion over their own lives, and
have the right to live in whatever manner they
choose, so long as they do not forcibly interfere
with the equal right of others to live in whatever
manner they choose.
Governments throughout history have regularly operated on the opposite principle, that the
State has the right to dispose of the lives of individuals and the fruits of their labor. Even within
the United States, all political parties other than
our own grant to government the right to regulate the lives of individuals and seize the fruits
of their labor without their consent.
We, on the contrary, deny the right of any government to do these things, and hold that where
governments exist, they must not violate the
rights of any individual: namely, (1) the right
to life -- accordingly we support the prohibition
of the initiation of physical force against others; (2) the right to liberty of speech and action
-- accordingly we oppose all attempts by government to abridge the freedom of speech and
press, as well as government censorship in any
form; and (3) the right to property -- accordingly we oppose all government interference
with private property, such as confiscation, nationalization, and eminent domain, and support
the prohibition of robbery, trespass, fraud, and
misrepresentation.
Since governments, when instituted, must not
violate individual rights, we oppose all interference by government in the areas of voluntary
and contractual relations among individuals.
People should not be forced to sacrifice their
lives and property for the benefit of others. They
should be left free by government to deal with
one another as free traders; and the resultant
economic system, the only one compatible with
the protection of individual rights, is the free
market.
So, what would a freedom advocating individual have to say about the initiative below?
Please let me know what you think. Remember,
I have absolutely no idea how the change would
alter the political landscape... no one does. But
then my only criteria is how are individual rights
protected... or what's the point of having any
government anyway.

If this measure does pass, then I can still be
counted on to advocate for liberty in whatever
manner is available to me. And I'll feel much
less sullied not being a Political Welfare recipiI was fortunate to meet Hard Core No-Com- ent at the same time that I am advocating against
promise Arizona Libertarians in my early years Economic and Social Welfare.
AFTER I began fighting the state's controlled
elimination of opposition to The State. But it Peace,
was immediately obvious to me that the Party Ernie
of Principle... the party with the Mission Statement that would take 7/8ths in convention to Found full text of Prop 121 Here
change (and they/them/those have tried many
times) has been first in line to defend the LP's PROPOSITION 121
access to the public trough before the rights of
the individual...
OFFICIAL TITLE

Libertarian Party's Statement of
Principles

AN INITIATIVE MEASURE

CREATING AN OPEN PRIMARY GIVING
ALL QUALIFIED VOTERS THE RIGHT TO
STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES
VOTE FOR THE CANDIDATES OF THEIR
CHOICE, PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT
We, the members of the Libertarian Party, chalTO THE CONSTITUTION OF ARIZONA;
lenge the cult of the omnipotent state and defend
the rights of the individual.
Continues on Page 53
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AMENDING ARTICLE VII OF THE CON- for representation on the ballot may vote in
STITUTION OF ARIZONA RELATING TO the primary election of any one of the political
parties that is qualified for the ballot.
DIRECT PRIMARY ELECTION LAW
TEXT OF PROPOSED AMENDMENT

§ 10. OPEN TOP TWO PRIMARY

Be it enacted by the People of the State of Ari- A. APPLICABILITY . THIS SECTION SHALL
APPLY TO THE ELECTION OF CANDIzona:
DATES FOR ALL FEDERAL, STATE, COUNSection 1. Title . This initiative amendment shall TY, AND LOCAL ELECTIVE OFFICES EXbe known as the "Open Elections/Open Govern- CEPT (1) THOSE IN WHICH NO PARTY
AFFILIATION, REGISTRATION, OR PREFment Act."
ERENCE MAY APPEAR ON THE ELECTION BALLOT AND (2) THE SYSTEM FOR
Section 2. Purpose.
THE ELECTION OF PRESIDENT AND VICE
A. This initiative will ensure that every person PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES .
qualified to vote, including those not affiliated
with any political party, has the right to vote at B. RIGHTS OF VOTERS . ALL QUALIFIED
any election for any candidate, regardless of the VOTERS SHALL BE GUARANTEED THE
voter's or the candidate's party affiliation or lack UNRESTRICTED RIGHT TO VOTE FOR
THE QUALIFIED CANDIDATE OF THEIR
of party affiliation.
CHOICE IN ALL ELECTIONS. NO VOTER
B. To provide more choice to all the voters and SHALL BE DENIED THE RIGHT TO VOTE
FOR THE QUALIFIED CANDIDATE OF
candidates of Arizona, this proposition:
HIS OR HER CHOICE IN A PRIMARY OR
(1) Abolishes the existing system of taxpayer- GENERAL ELECTION BASED UPON HIS
funded primary elections to select nominees for OR HER PARTY AFFILIATION OR LACK
THEREOF. VOTERS SHALL BE PERMITpolitical parties.
TED TO STATE THEIR PARTY PREFER(2) Creates in its place an Open "Top Two" Pri- ENCE (IF ANY) IN THEIR OWN WORDS
mary Election, in which all candidates running ON THEIR VOTER REGISTRATION FORM,
for an office appear together on the same ballot AND SHALL NOT BE LIMITED TO SEand all qualified voters (regardless of party af- LECTING FROM A LIST OF RECOGNIZED
filiation or lack thereof) are able to vote for the PARTIES OR AFFILIATIONS .
candidate of their choice. The two candidates
receiving the highest vote totals for each office C. PROCEDURE . FOR OFFICES TO WHICH
would then go on to face each other in the gen- THIS SECTION APPLIES, AN OPEN PRIMARY ELECTION SHALL BE CONDUCTeral election.
ED TO SELECT THE CANDIDATES WHO
C. This proposition applies to all Arizona elec- COMPETE IN THE GENERAL ELECTION.
tions in which a candidate's party affiliation, ALL REGISTERED VOTERS MAY VOTE
registration, or preference may appear on the IN THE OPEN PRIMARY ELECTION FOR
ballot. It does not apply to elections in which no ANY QUALIFIED CANDIDATE, PROVIDparty affiliation, registration, or preference ap- ED THAT THE VOTER IS OTHERWISE
pears on the ballot, and it also does not apply to QUALIFIED TO VOTE FOR CANDIDATES
the system for the election of President and Vice FOR THE OFFICE IN QUESTION. THE
TWO CANDIDATES WHO RECEIVE THE
President of the United States.
MOST VOTES IN THE PRIMARY ELECSection 3. Article VII section 10, Constitution TION SHALL COMPETE IN THE GENERAL
of Arizona, is amended by repealing section 10 ELECTION; EXCEPT THAT, FOR ANY OFFICE TO WHICH MORE THAN ONE CANand replacing it as follows:
DIDATE WILL BE ELECTED, THE NUMBER
(The bolded and Italicized text be- OF CANDIDATES WHO WILL COMPETE IN
THE GENERAL ELECTION SHALL BE THE
low will be replaced with the CAP- NUMBER OF CANDIDATES TO BE ELECTED TIMES TWO. THIS SECTION DOES NOT
TIALIZED text below that)
PROHIBIT WRITE-IN VOTING IN EITHER
THE PRIMARY OR GENERAL ELECTION
§ 10. Direct primary election law
AS OTHERWISE PRESCRIBED BY LAW .
Section 10. The Legislature shall enact a direct primary election law, which shall provide D. FILING REQUIREMENT . ALL CANDIfor the nomination of candidates for all elec- DATES WISHING TO RUN FOR AN ELECtive State, county, and city offices, including TIVE OFFICE TO WHICH THIS SECTION
candidates for United States Senator and for APPLIES SHALL FILE, WITH THE APPRORepresentative in Congress. Any person who is PRIATE ELECTIONS OFFICER, PETITIONS
registered as no party preference or indepen- CONTAINING THE SIGNATURES OF REGdent as the party preference or who is regis- ISTERED VOTERS IN AN AMOUNT TO BE
tered with a political party that is not qualified
Continues on Page 54
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ESTABLISHED BY LAW. THE SIGNATURE
REQUIREMENTS ESTABLISHED PURSUANT TO THIS SECTION SHALL BE BASED
ON THE TOTAL VOTES CAST FOR THAT
OFFICE IN THE PREVIOUS GENERAL
ELECTION AND SHALL BE THE SAME
FOR ALL CANDIDATES FOR THAT OFFICE, REGARDLESS OF PARTY AFFILIATION OR LACK THEREOF .
E. RIGHTS OF CANDIDATES . AT THE TIME
THEY FILE TO RUN FOR PUBLIC OFFICE,
EVERY CANDIDATE SHALL HAVE THE
CHOICE TO DECLARE HIS OR HER PARTY
PREFERENCE (IF ANY) AS IT IS STATED
ON THEIR VOTER REGISTRATION FORM,
UP TO A MAXIMUM OF 20 CHARACTERS.
THAT PARTY PREFERENCE (IF ANY)
SHALL APPEAR ON THE CANDIDATE'S
NOMINATION PETITIONS AND ON THE
PRIMARY AND GENERAL ELECTION
BALLOTS USING THE PHRASE "REGISTERED AS _________ ." ON THE BALLOTS,
THE WORDS "REGISTERED AS" MAY BE
USED IN A COLUMN HEADING OR OTHER
PREFATORY TEXT RATHER THAN BEING
REPEATED NEXT TO THE PARTY PREFERENCE OF EACH CANDIDATE, SO LONG AS
THE WORDS "REGISTERED AS" REMAIN
PROMINENTLY STATED AND CLEAR TO
THE READER. IF NO PARTY PREFERENCE
IS STATED ON A CANDIDATE'S VOTER
REGISTRATION FORM, THEN NO DESIGNATION SHALL APPEAR ON THE NOMINATION PETITIONS OR BALLOT WITH
THE CANDIDATE'S NAME.

ELECTIVE OFFICE. POLITICAL PARTIES
MAY ESTABLISH SUCH PROCEDURES
AS THEY SEE FIT TO ELECT PARTY OFFICERS, ENDORSE OR SUPPORT CANDIDATES, OR OTHERWISE PARTICIPATE IN
ALL ELECTIONS, BUT NO SUCH PROCEDURES SHALL BE PAID FOR OR SUBSIDIZED USING PUBLIC FUNDS .
H. LEVEL PLAYING FIELD . ALL QUALIFIED VOTERS AND CANDIDATES SHALL
BE TREATED EQUALLY BY STATUTES
AND REGULATIONS GOVERNING ELECTIONS REGARDLESS OF THEIR PARTY
AFFILIATION OR LACK THEREOF. TO
THE EXTENT THAT ANY PRIVILEGES OR
PROCEDURES ARE MADE AVAILABLE TO
CANDIDATES OR POLITICAL PARTIES,
THEY SHALL BE MADE EQUALLY AVAILABLE TO ALL CANDIDATES OR POLITICAL PARTIES, REGARDLESS OF PARTY
AFFILIATION, RECOGNITION, OR LACK
THEREOF .
Section 4. Severability
If any provision of this initiative is held invalid
for any reason, the remaining portions of this
initiative will be severed from the void portion
and given the fullest possible force and application. The people of Arizona declare their intention that the provisions of this initiative are
severable.
Section 5. Submission to voters

The Secretary of State shall submit this proposiF. BALLOT LANGUAGE . IN ALL GOV- tion to the voters at the next general election as
ERNMENT-ISSUED VOTER EDUCATION provided by Article XXI, Section 1, ConstituMATERIALS THAT CONTAIN A LIST OF tion of Arizona.
CANDIDATES STANDING FOR ELECTION
AND ON EVERY PRIMARY AND GENER- Section 6. Effective date and implementation by
AL ELECTION BALLOT, THE FOLLOWING Legislature
LANGUAGE SHALL BE PROMINENTLY
DISPLAYED: "THE PARTY REGISTRATION If approved by the voters, this Constitutional
(IF ANY) STATED WITH THE CANDI- Amendment shall apply to all elections occurDATES' NAMES ON THIS BALLOT IS NOT ring after January 1, 2014, and shall supersede
AN INDICATION THAT A CANDIDATE HAS any existing state statutes, regulations, and elecBEEN NOMINATED OR ENDORSED BY tions procedures to the extent that they are inTHAT PARTY, BUT ONLY REFLECTS THE consistent with this Constitutional Amendment.
PARTY REGISTRATION (IF ANY) OF THE The Legislature, Secretary of State and local
officials shall promptly make such changes in
CANDIDATE."
and additions to state statutes, regulations, and
G. RIGHTS OF POLITICAL PARTIES . NOTH- elections procedures as are necessary to fully
ING IN THIS SECTION SHALL RESTRICT implement the provisions of this Constitutional
THE RIGHT OF INDIVIDUALS TO JOIN OR Amendment in time for the open primary elecORGANIZE INTO POLITICAL PARTIES OR tion in 2014 and for every open primary and
IN ANY WAY RESTRICT THE RIGHT OF PRI- general election thereafter. Legislation, regulaVATE ASSOCIATION OF POLITICAL PAR- tions, and elections procedures implementing
TIES. NOTHING IN THIS SECTION SHALL this amendment must be consistent with and
RESTRICT THE PARTIES' RIGHT TO CON- further the purpose of this amendment to permit
TRIBUTE TO, ENDORSE, OR OTHERWISE and encourage all qualified voters in Arizona
SUPPORT OR OPPOSE CANDIDATES FOR
Continues on Page 55
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to vote in primary and general elections for the Proposition 121 provides that individuals may
candidates of their choice, regardless of the po- organize or join political parties and that political affiliation of voters and candidates.
litical parties may elect party officers, support
or oppose candidates and otherwise participate
ANALYSIS BY LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL
in all elections, if the party activity is not paid
for or subsidized using public funds. All voters,
Beginning with the 2014 elections, Proposition candidates and political parties must be treated
121 would amend the Arizona Constitution by equally, regardless of party affiliation or lack
eliminating the longstanding primary election of affiliation. When registering to vote, voters
that allows each recognized political party in would be allowed to state any party preference
Arizona to select its own nominee for the gen- in their own words and would not be limited to
eral election. In its place would be a primary selecting from a list of recognized political parelection system in which registered voters may ties or affiliations.
vote for candidates regardless of political affiliation. A funding source has not been identi- The proposition leaves to future Legislatures
fied that will pay the cost of the open top two and governing bodies a number of issues, inprimary election that will replace the current cluding who will have access to the statewide
system. Additionally, the number of candidates voter database, how vacancies will be handled,
who appear on the general election ballot would what percentage of votes will be set each year
be limited to only the two who receive the most as the number of petition signatures required by
votes and any qualified write-in candidates, ex- each candidate for each office to qualify for the
cept that, for any office to which more than one ballot, how to pay for the two tier election and
candidate shall be elected, the number of candi- how to pay for the cost of implementation and
dates who will compete in the general election conforming legislation. The Department of Jusshall be the number of candidates to be elected tice must pre-clear any changes.
times two. Currently, all candidates who receive
___________________________
the most votes in their party primary appear on
the general election ballot. This often results in P.S. Here is an update on Sparky plating compomore than two candidates appearing on the gen- nents and assembling first battery:
eral election ballot.
Proposition 121 would not apply to the election
of United States President, nor to any office for
which political party affiliation may not appear
on the ballot.
Under Proposition 121, the signature requirement for candidates wishing to run in the open
primary election for an office would be based
on the total votes cast for all candidates for
that office at the previous general election and
would be the same for all candidates regardless
of party affiliation or lack of affiliation. Each
candidate who declared a party preference on
their voter registration form would have that
preference listed, up to twenty characters, on
the nominating petition and on the primary and
general election ballots. If no party preference
is declared on a candidate's registration form,
no preference would be listed on the petition
and ballots. All government-issued voter education materials and ballots would contain a notice
that any political party registration listed for a
candidate is not an indication that the candidate
has been nominated or endorsed by that political party.

Please see the Publisher’s Backpage Original
Discovery article in the October 2012 Edition
of the Freedom’s Phoenix e-Zine for more information and pictures of the lab.
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